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Abstract

The longitudinal analyzing ¡torver', ,4.,, has been measured in pþ elastic

scattering at an incident proton eneÌgy of 221 MeV. The result obtained is

A" : (0.84 + 0.29(stat.) + 0.17(s9sú.)) x 10-7. Tliis experiment is unique

in that it selects a single parity-t iolating tr.ansition amplitude (3P2-1D2) and

consequently constrains the rveak meson-nucleon coupling constant hr/ . "fhe

expei'imental value of hlz is (-25+10) x 10-7 and is found to be consistent rvith

theoretical pledictions, both in sign and magnitude. The experimental result,

based on three majol data runs, marks the first independent measurement of

the ñ.!e coupling constant.
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Chapter 1

Parity non-conservation

via

weak meson-nucleon coupling



1.1 fntroduction

This thesis rvill plesent an overvies, of the TRIUMF E497 parity violation

experiment and the final result of the analysis of its three major data runs.

The data rvere acquired during three sepârate) five u'eek long data tahing

periods betn'een Februaly 1997 and May 1999.

The aim of the TRIUMF E497 experiment is to observe the rveak inter-

action in intermediate energy proton-ptoton scattering. The rveak nucleon-

nucleon (NN) intelaction, tvhich is parity non-conserving (PNC), can be char.-

actelized at intelmediate enelgy by a sum of amplitudes alising from single

meson exchange. Desplanques, Donoghue, and Holstein [1] (DDH) present

the first rnajor discussion of the iveak amplitudes lvhich determine the parity

violating part of the NN interaction by use of the quark model and SU (6)w

symmetly. It is ri'ithin the specific framervork of the quark model that their

papeÌ attempts to evaluate the matrix elements arising from a tveak meson-NN

interaction.

The PNC single meson exchange model is described using one stÌong, par-

ity conselving (PC) veltex, and one rveak, PNC ver.tex. At the tveak ver.tex, it
is assumed that sholt-range heavy bosons (14/+ and Z0) decay to form mesons

rvhich interact *'ith nucleons at the PC vertex. Figure 1.1 is a Feynman dia-

gram ofthe tveak NN interaction using the s'eak single meson exchange model.

The leadel is encouraged to refer to reference [2] (AAH) for.a comprehen-

sive treatment of theoretical considerations r.elating to this experiment. The

pulpose of this chapter- is to outline a theor.etical link bet*'een the iveak PNC

interaction potential and the measured parity violating obser.r,able A". In pp

scattering experiments, the pality violating observable is the longitudinal an-

al)'zint oo'tu"r -4, and is defined as

, o'-o
A :-"' - lP"l @+ -t o-) (1.1)



1r , p, u

1fm->

Figule 1.1: Feynman d,iagram oJ weak si,ngle meson erchange. Onlg the n+,

p, and u mesons, whi,ch are releuant in the context of an intermedi,ate en-

ergy uealr meson-nucleon exch,ange mod,el, are shoun i,n the interaction. The

square represents the strong uerter and, the circle represents the weak uerter oJ

the NN interactzon. gs and, ltay are the strong and weak coupli,ng constants,

respectiuely.

ri'lrere lP,l is the longitud,i,nal beam polarization, and o+ is the scattering cross

section of the target fol helicity tl of the incident proton. Due to the small

coupling stlength of the rveak nuclear force, A, is expected to be of the ordel

10-7.

L.2 \Meak meson exchange model

In the rveak meson exchange model, only lorv mass mesons are considered, tvith

mass less than 800 AIeVf c2. This is due to the hard cor.e of the strong NN

interaction [3]. Since the n0 mesons are their orvn anti-palticles, they must

violate CP conservation if they are parity non-conserving (Barton's theorem);

this suppresses theil interaction strength by a factor of approximately 2 x

10-3 relative to other interacting mesons and eliminates the n0 mesons from



consideration in plr elastic scattering. The mass, spin and parity (JP) of the

remaining m€sons are summalized in Table 1.1 [4].

Ivleson Mass (MeV)

0- 140

p 770

782

Table 1.1: The mesons comprisi,ng the wealc NN meson erchange mod,et ft1.

\4ultiple meson exchange, such as the 2n, can contribute to the interaction

potential; hotvever, tliese terms ar.e often ignored due to their small coupling

amplitude [1]. The predicted contribution of the 2n exchange to A, is at least

an order of magnitude smaller [5] than other. meson exchange contributions

based on an intermediate state N^ excitation model [6] and energy consid-

erations [2]. Tlius, only single meson exchange, in the form of r, p, and u

rnesons are included in the basic PNC interaction potential. The rveak pNC

interaction potential in the single meson exchange model takes the form

yPNc - W +vp +v, (r.2)

1-.3 Weak meson-nucleon coupling constants

At lorv and intelrnediate interaction energies, the coupling constants governing

the strong NN intelaction ale rvell understood. The hnorvledge of the strong

coupling is exploited in determining the coupling of the rveak NN interaction.

This is accomplished by replacing one PC vertex in the strong NN interaction

by a rveak PNC vertex (as shol'n in Figule 1.1) and replacing the corresponding

strong coupling constant, gs, by the weak coupling constant, å1y.

The PNC potential (equation 1.2) is delived using the quark model ap-

proach and SU(6)w symmetry [t]. The rveak meson-nucleon coupling con-



stants ate then found by evaluating matrix elements of the form, e.g.

(plHy¡lnn+) : fn for tlie rveak pion nucleon coupling at the NN vertices.

The rnodel assumes that at the rveak vertex, the I4l+ and Z0 bosons (left_

handed particles rvhich violate parity) decay to the longer-range exchange

mesons. The exchange mesons are responsible for mediating the strong in-

telaction ât the strong vertex. The PNC potential for a pair of interacting

nucleons is given by [1]

t\E*" : ry#re, x í2),(ãt + ã2) ,ú,
¿v¿

-so@flfr íù + +G, * íù, + !1r',",r" - ít iù). ¿Vo
* ((ã, - õù . út, + i(I + x,)@t x õ2) . ú,0)

ÀI

-s,(tf, + ;G, + ì2),)x((fi - õù .ú, + ¿(1 + x,)(ãr x õ2) .ù,)
I

- ,k"t,L - soht)(it - íz),(d' + õ2) 'up

grh') , -* 
1-21r, x 12)z\or + 02) ' up

rvhere the subscripts 1 and 2 represent nucleons 1 and 2, respectively. The

ü,u and ú, ale tlte folloiving commutation and anticommutation operations,

respectively:

t:lff,nr,t)

- lp'r-pz ",,)u':\ 2M 'r'\1')l

in rvhich fi1 and f2 are the nucleon momenta, and M is the nucleon mass. The

functions

f ,(r) -- #"-^'r , u : 1t, p,u)

ale the Yukarva potentials for mesons ¡u rvith masses m,.'lhe å,j, are the rveak

coupling constants for mesons z rvith isospin change of LI : à. The cou-

pling constant /" is the tveak pion coupling constant ivhich is purely isovector;

( 1.3)

(1.4)



therefole, A1 : 1 and the superscript is omitted. The other symbols in equa_

tion 1.3 are: g,, the str.ong coupling constant for meson u; o¿, the pauli spin

matrices for nucleon i; r¿, the isospin matrices for nucleon i; and X,/¡,, the

isoscalar/isovector nucleon anomalous magnetic moments.

Flom equation 1.3, it is seen that ther.e exist seven independent rveak cou_

pling constantst (Í",h0e,hte,h3,ho",ht",h';). The prediction of the l,eak coupling

constants is vely difficult fi'om first principles due to uncertainties in horv

the bare n'eak couplings are renormalized by the strong interaction. For this

reason, DDH quote "best guess" values of lz¡a, and ,,reasonable r.anges,, corre-

sponding to lealistic theoretical uncertainties at the t100 - 200% level.

For this analysis, lzf is predicted, on the scâle of the other coupling con-

stants, to be strall [7] and is assigned a value of zero. Thus, there are, effec-

tively, six unknon'lt tveak coupling constants in this sector. As stated above,

TRIUN4F E497 is a proton-proton scatter.ing experiment, thus charge conser.-

vation plevents n+ exchange in the interaction. This excludes the å coupling

constant fi'orn contributing to the PNC effect in this exper.iment.

Table 1.2 summarizes the experimental best fit determination of the weak

coupling constants as determiled by Adelberger and Haxton [3] (AH). AH used

the theoretical formalisr¡ of DDH for the Glasho*'-Weinber.g-Salam model and

the experimental results of thlee independent measutements of A, at 13.6

\aev [8], 45 l\4eV [9], and 800 lr4eV [10]; together with other. nuclear pariry

violation data in ordel to constrain the most likely values of the rveah coupling

constants.

The effective coupling constants involved in rveak meson exchange in the

proton-ploton system âÌe linear combinations of the rveak constants and given

by,

hï : h2 + ht, + hll'/6 and

hn¡:hf;+h'". (1.5)



These fir'e coupling constants, relevant to experiments measuling pþ elastic

scattering, are all allorved on the basis of isospin conservation. The total

isospin of the p]r system is 1 : 1, therefore, interactions may proceed via

intermediate states A1 : 0,7,2.

Weak coupling Range [1] "Best guess" value [1] Experimental best fit [2]

r" 0 -+ 11 4.6 0.8

1"2 -31 -+ 11 17.4

hr" -0.4 -+ 0.4 - 0.19 - 0.3

h1 -10 -+ -6 - 9.5

h2, -72 -+ 3 -1.9 - 8.2

lrL -3 -+ -1 - 1.1

1ùBP -35 -+ 14 - 15.5 - I4.5

1r,"! -74 -+ 2 -3.0 - 10.7

Table 1.2: Th.eoretàcal Ttredictions [1] and. erperi,mental best fit ualues of the

weak coupling constants following the proced,ure oJ AH [2] ,in uni,ts of I0-7 .

The aalues i,n tlte "l¡est guess" and best f,t column haue relatiue uncertainties

of a few hund,red, percent.

The TRIUil4F 8497 experirnent is designed to isolate the å!r coupling con-

stant by measuring A" al the zero-crossing energy of the 1S¡-3P6 partial rvave

amplitude. The significance of the beam energy choice in this experiment *'ill

be plesented in the remaining sections of this chapter.

t.4 Longitudinal Analyzing Power) Az

A natural diglession at this juncture is to discuss the longitudinal analyzing

porver and parity violating observable, 4,. "lhe longitudinal analyzing porver

is a dimensionless quantity rvhich is propoltional to the dependence of the

scattering cross section in pþ interactions on the helicity of the polarized beam,



The helicity, H, of a particle is defined as the fraction of the component of

the palticle spin in the momenLum direction using a righthanded coordinate

system. Thus,

ä. --H:" Y:P",
sp

(1.6)

t'here s- and y' ale the particle spin and momentum, respectively.

The range of values the helicity of a particle can take is (-f -+ *1). For

example, a particle *'ith spin axis patallel to its momentum has a helicity of

*1. In contlast, if a pality inversion is perfor.med on the coordinate system,

tlien the radial vector', f, is invelted such that

r--+-f,

ivhich leads to the transformation:

f -+ -p and,

s- -+ .9- ;

lvhele d: nL dr'f dt, and .í is an angular momentum ¡vhich transforms like the

closs product of position and momentum, and does not change sign under a

parity inversion. Thus, the helicity tvill change sign under a parity inversion.

If any dependence exists on particle helicity in the p]r interaction then

the interaction is said to be PNC, ol parity violating. The form of the PNC

scattef ing cross-section is

o* : oo (l + P"A") , (1.7)

rvhere o0 is the unpolarized scattering cross-section determined by the strong

nuclear interaction and the longitudinal polarization, P,, is Ì1. It is imme-

diately apparent that if P, changes sign, then the scattering cross-section rvill

also change by an amount proportional to the longitudinal analyzing porver

4".



In general, the r,r'eah PNC potential, described at the end of section 1.2,

can be used to predict parity violating obser.r,ables. The observables have the

form

APNC - hw(ÍlvPNcli) ,

rvhere å¡4, is a linear combination of the seven r'ç'eak meson-nucleon coupling

constants, and (/l and li) are the final and initial rvave functions for the NN

system, respectively. For the TRIUMF E497 experiment, the effective coupling

corìstant in the above t'elation is t\e hf,e coupling constant.

1-.5 TRIUMF 8497 beam energy and

partial wave analysis

The longitudinal analyzing porver in 1p scattering can also be described using

a sum of pality-rnixed partial 'w'ave scatteling amplitudes. Using (2s+t)¿,

notation, the three lo*'est PNC partial rvaves are the 1S¡-3P¡, ,Pr-tDr, and 1D2-

3F2. These tlansitions ale allorved by requir.ing that the total pp rvavefunction

be anti-s¡'rnmetlic in the intelaction, and angular momentum conservation.

Higher partial rvave contributions are assumed to be insignificant at interâction

energies los'er than the pion production tlireshold (280 MeV).

At enelgies less than pion production, .4, is effectively a linear combination

of the thlee lorvest paltial rvave amplitudes. Moreover, the 1D2-3F2 transition

is insignificant in relation to the other trvo available transitions at interaction

energies less tha¡r 1000 MeV [ti]. Flgure 1.2 shorvs a prediction of the thr.ee

lorvest paltial tvave contlibutions to the total A" at lorv and intermediate ener-

gies. The contlibutions of the thlee partial wave amplitudes in pþ elastic scat-

tering that ale shorvn in the figure rve¡e calculated by Driscoll and Miller [11]

(DM) using the DDH "best guess" rveak coupling constants [1]. Of important
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Figule 1.2: The three lowest partial waue contributions to tlrc total A" at low

and intermed,iate energi,es as predi,cted, by DM [tl] usi,ng the DDH ,,best guess"

coupling constants [1]. The TÈIUMF EJST erperiment,is cond,ucted, uith an

'inci,d,ent proton energlJ of 221 MeV¡o6 wh'ich correspond,s to the zero crossing

energy oJ the I So-3 Po ltartzal waue amplitude. AIso shoun are th,ree other higlt,

precis,ion measurements oJ A" at other energi,es t9ltglti0l.

note in the figure is the zero crossing energy of tlie lS6-3P¡ transition at 22b

N4eV. The zelo crossing energ¡¡ is determined by the str.ong inter.action phase

shifts and colresponds to infinitesimal tar.get thickness and perfect detector

geometÌy. The zero crossing energy corresponds to an incident (lab) proton

enelgy of 221 Nde\¡ aver.aged over the geometry of the TRIUMF E4g7 exper-

imental apparatus [12]. Thus, the TRIUMF 8497 experiment rvill attempt

to detelmine A" at an energ¡, f6¡ ivhich the 3Pr-'Dz par.tial rvave amplitude

essentially dominates.

The 3P2-1D2 paltial *'ave amplitude at the 1S¡-3P6 zero-clossing energy

depends only on p meson exchange [11][13]. Thus, a measuÌement of A" \n
pþ scattering at 221 lt4eV u'ill also, in theor.y, isolate the hpf \\eak coupling
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constant. Integrating over

mass) gives [14]

the detector acceptance from 0' to 90' (center of

lfoe : -39.2n" (1.8)

Comparing ri,ith Table 1.2, using DDH "best guess" couplings and reasonable

langes for åf,p, together rvith the DM calculaiion, the predicted longitudinal

analyzing po\\¡er at 221 AtI eV becomes

,4,: (0.51![) x 10-7 (1.e)

An alternative meclìanism for a PNC meson exchange interaction is plo-

vided by Iqbal and Niskanen [15] (IN). In this model, PNC effects occur due

to u'eak bosol exchange betrveen quarks within the exchanged mesons. Fr.om

this mechanism alone, IN predicted a\ Az of approximately 0.6 x 10-7 at the

TRIUMF 8497 energy. A latel analysis [16] extended the model to include

A isobar excitation in pp scattering and rvhen adding this contribution to the

DM meson exchange calculation, the pledicted longitudinal analyzing porver

al 22I AI eV becornes A, : 0.8 x 10-7.

The TRIUN¡IF E497 experiment rvas originally designed to measure ,4, to a

total uncertainty of +0.2 x 10-7 in transmission geometry [17]. At this level of

precision, the sign of Àre should be determined, and the experimental uncer.-

tainty rvill be cornparable to the high precision measurements of á, shorvn in

the above figule. The palticulal significance ofthe TRIUMF E497 experiment

is that it attenpts, for the first time, to isolate the À!p coupling constant by

measuring A" at the 1S0-3P0 zero crossing energy. By combining the results of

the lorver energj, experiments, rvhich have determined linear combinations of

hPop and lzfi, ri'ith the TRIUMF 8497 result, further constraints can be placed

on the rveak meson nucleon coupling constants.

1l



Chapter 2

TRIUMF E,497



Figure 2.1: A parity collal¡orator inspects the main LH2 coolant tine [15].

2.L Experimental method and apparatus

The method by ri,hich the measurement is performed is a ,,transmission mode,,

measuÌement rvhere the difference in the transmission of longitudinally polar.-

ized protons thlough a liquid hydrogen target is measured for the trvo helicity

states of the incident polarized proton beam. The transmission, ?+, througlr

a thin talget is given by

7r - "*r-otnt = 1 - o+nl: 1 - 5Ì



rvhere n is the number density and I is the length of the target. Recall, from

equation 1.1 that:

, o'-oa --"'- lP,lþ+*o-)'
Thelefore,

A":

rvhere ,S is the aveÌage fraction of scattered protons. The transmission asym-

metry is given by

^ 
T* -T- _ (o+ - o-)nl"'- T+ +T- 2T

rvhere 7 is the avelage fraction of transmitted ptotons. Thus, the parity

violating diffelence in the transmission of a beam rvith longitudinal polarization

lP,l is given by

e,: -]1r,1a, (2.r)

s'here .A¿ is the measuled scattering difference. With S: 0.04, and ?: 0.g6,

-4¿ - 10-s.

The layout of the TRIUI\4F E497 expelimental apparatus is shorvn in Fig-

ure 2.2. The expelimental apparatus is composed of thlee main systems: (i)

polarized ion source, (ii) cyclotron, and (iii) talget and detector system. A

brief discussion of these thlee systems and their subcomponents is presented

in the remaindel of this section. The rest of the chapter discusses the data

acquisition system and p¡esents the systematic errors rvliich are expected to

occur during the measulement of 4,,

z.L.L Optically pumped polarized ion source OPPIS

The TRIUII4F optically pumped polarized ion source (OPPIS) [19] produces

a longitudinally polarized 11- source beam for injection into the cyclotron,

t4
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Figule 2.2: The TRIUMF ElgT experi.mental apparatus.

Figure 2.3 sho\\'s the main cor¡ponents of OPPIS. The main components in-

clude: an electron cyclott'on resonânce cavity (ÐCR), opticâlly pumped Ìubid-

ium vapour cell, Sona tlansition region [20], and a sodium vapour ionizet cell.

A more thorough examination of the physics and operation of the optically

pumped ion soulce and its optimization for this experiment is presented in

an M.Sc. thesis [21]. Here, the main components of the source and injec-

tion system related to the ploduction of the polarized I1- beam are briefly

discussed.

Protons (H+) of 3 keV energy are extracted from the ECR pìasma cavity.

The protons are accelelated toivard the optically pumped rubidium cell rvhere

they pick up a polarized electron (e--). The electrically neutral hydrogen atoms

l5
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Figule 2.3: The TRIUMF optically pumped, polarized,,ion source (OPPß).

The ton source produces nuclear-polari,zed, hyd,rogen i,ons for accelerat'ion 'into

the cycLotron.

(l?0) are then subjected to a diabatic magnetic field revelsal (Sona transition

legion) ri'hele the spin of tlie e-- is effectively transfer.red to the 110 nucleus.

In the sodium cell, an additional electron is picked up by the nuclear-polarized

lrydrogen atom (-É0) and the negatiue i,on (Ê-) is electrostatically accelerated

to 300 keV and injected into the cyclotron.

The polalization of the electrons in the rubidium vapour is reversed every

25 ms by changing the frequency of the light produced by the pumping lasels.

The deflector plates sri'eep alvay any charged species rvllich remain in the beam

betrveen the rubidium neutralization cell and the Sona transition region.

ECR plasma cavity

The ECR plasma cavity contains neutral hydrogen atoms in a magnetic field

of 1 Tesla. During operational mode, 800 W of 28 GHz microrvaves are applied

to the cavity at the electron cyclotlon Ìesonance frequency thus creating en-

ergetic electrons in the cavity. The energetic electrons ionize the surrounding

16



hydlogen gas-cleating a hydlogen plasma. Tlie cavity is embedded within

a superconducting solenoid and 3 kV high voltage field l'hich accelerates the

11+ to¡r'ard the neutralization cell.

ILb neutralization cell

The protons cleated and accelerated by the ECR cavity enter the optically

pumped lul¡idiurn neutralization cell and pick up a polarized electron from

the rubidium vapour through charge exchange. The char.ge exchange reaction

is given b¡'

Èt + n+ ---+ Rb+ + Iio .

The lubiclium cell is subjected to a 2.5 Tesla magnetic field rvhich induces

Zeeman splitting of the energy levels of the rubidium atom's n:5 valence

electron. In the 2.5 Tesla regime, the Zeeman splitting leaves an energy gap

betrveen the 251¡2 ground state and the 2P1¡2 7st excited state of the n:5
i,alence electron (using (zs+t)¿, notation). The transition energy corresponds

to a photon s'ith a fi'equency of approximately 377.11 THz. The Zeeman fine

splitting of rnagnetic spin states for these energy levels leads to a fur.ther. split-

ting of tlansition energy of 46.75 GHz. The valence electron is then polar.ized

by an optical pum¡:ing pÌocess. Figure 2.4 shorvs a schematic of the Zeeman

splitting of the energy levels of the valence electron.

The pumping plocess rvorks by supplying energy to the valence electron and

exciting the electron to a higher energy level. Excitation energy is supplied by

tivo 9 W titaniurn-sapphire (TiS) lasers. The lasers are tuned to frequencies

of light at 377.16 THz for spin up and 377.06 THz for spin dorvn. The excited

electrons decay to the ground state (in 1 ns) rvith equal probability of occu-

pying either spin state of the2S1¡2 ground state. Horvever, since the pumping

lasers ale very intense, they effectively depopulate one of the trvo magnetic
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Figule 2.4: Zeeman splitting of the n:5 ualence electron energy leuels in the

rubidium atom in a 2.5 TesLa magnetic f,eld,. The di,agram i,s not to scale. The

populati,on of ualence electrons witlt a particular spi,n in the ground, state can

be aLtered by opt'ical pumpàng.

substates of the 2,5172 glound state level. Figure 2.5 shorvs a schematic of

the pumping laser s¡'s¡srn. The pumping lasers polarize the valence electrons

in the longitudinal dilection rvith respect to the momentum direction of the

incoming 11+ l¡eam.

During regulal data taking, the fi'equency of the pumping lasers must be

carefully tuned to produce the same polarization in the rubidium cell in the trvo

polarization states of the source. A systematic polarization mismatch bettveen

the ts'o helicity states ivill produce an intensity modulation of the source beam

rvhich is correlated to the spin srvitching pattet'n, Intensity modulation rvill

lead to a sJ,stematic error in the measurement of ,4,. Refer to section 2.4 for

a discussion of tlie systematic errors rvhich originate at OPPIS.
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Figure 2.5: The TRIUMF OPPIS laser system [2]. The heli,c'ity oJ the beam-

uh'ich depends on the Jrequency of li,ght used, to opticallg pump the rubidium

uapour-is reuersed between longitud,i,nally forward, and, l¡ackward euery p5 ms.

Th,e spin state sequence is controlled, bg the pari,ty rlata acquisi,tr.on system.

Faraday rotation measurement system

The function of the Faraday rotation measurement system is to measure the

tlrickness and electronic polalization of the rubidium vapoul cell [22]. The

measuÌement is pelfolmed by exploiting the optical qualities of the rubidium

\¡apour"

Due to the high magnetic field in the cell, the gas becomes optically active

and rotates the plane of polalization of linearly-polarized light rvhich propa-

gates thlough the cell. This effect is called Faraday rotation. Figure 2.6 shorvs

the Faraday rotation measurement system.

In the measurement system, an argon laser pumps a titanium-sapphire

pÌobe laseÌ rvhich emits 100 mW light at a frequency of 384.22 THz. This

frequency couesponds to the 2 P312-251¡2, or "D2", transition in the rubidium

atom's valence electron energy levels. The TiS probe laser.is not tuned to the

D1 transition (rvhich is used to optically pump the rubidium vapor) because the
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Figure 2.6: Sclt emati,c of the Farad,ay rotati,on nleasurent ent sgstem [21]. The

measurement tletermines the poLarizati,on and thi,clcness oJ the rubid,ium cell.

pumping lasels I'ould cÌeate too large a background signal and could damage

the photodetectoÌ [211.

The probe Iight is linearly polar.ized and tlansmitted along the longitudinal

axis of the rubidium cell. Due to the Faraday effect, the plane of polarization

of the probe light is rotated by an angle á after. traversing the rubidium cell.

The angle of lotation for polarized rubidium is given by

0:00+P.4,0, (2.2)

rvhere d¡ is the Far-aday rotation for the probe light in an unpolarized rubidium

cell, P" is the polalization of the rubidium cell as a fraction of unity, and Ad

is the additional rotation due to the polalization in the cell. Equation 2.2 can

be rervritten in telms of the polalization as

TiS Loser

(2.3)

rvhere o : ff is a constant under the normal operating conditions of the ru-

bidium cell. Duling typical opeÌating conditions 0o - 3.2" , and a : -3.118 +
o.oo1[2].

,r::(+),
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The angle of rotation is measured by splitting the probe laser light into t*,o

orthogonall¡' polalized components (1, and Ir) and compaling the intensity of

each component to the total probe laser intensity. The plobe light is split

by passing through a bilefi'ingent calcite crystal. A fast shutter. blocks one

of the trvo olthogonal components of the probe light from photodiode f2
and the lesulting intensity is compared to the intensity at photodiode S1.

Measurements of the polarization ale normalized by comparing the intensity

at photodiode f2 to the intensity at photodiode fl using an analog voltage

divider. TIte signal fi'om the di.r,ider is processed by a voltage to frequency,

(V:F), convelter and sent to the parity data acquisition system. The rotation

angle is given by

(2.4)

The unpolalized rotation angle d¡ is measured by blocking the pumping

lasers. d6 is lelated to the thickness of the rubidium cell through a constant of

proportionality called the Verdet constant. The Verdet constant is a function

of the probe lasel fi'equency, the tr.ansition frequency and the magnetic field

stÌength in the lubidiurn cell. The relation is given by

0o--vNL, (2.5)

*'here V is the Verdet constant and Iy'l is the vapour thickness in crn-2. During

typical operating conditions I/ : 1.127 x L0-13 crn2 l2l.

Sona transition region and sodium ionizer cell

The Sona transition region is a diabatic magnetic field reversal region. In this

region, the spin polalization of the electron in the ,f0 atom is transferred to

the proton via the Sona transition. The optical pumping process plepares a

population of polalized valence electrons. When the electrons combine rvith
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iI+ to form neutlal hydlogen atoms, the spins of the trvo particles can couple

to create total spin angular momentum of either. 1 or. 0 units of ñ.

In the transition region, the magnetic field reverses direction quickly enough

to plevent the spin 1 state fi'om precessing about the radial field components

(ivhich arise as a lesult of the field reversal). Horvever, the field must also

revelse slorvly enough to permit a quantum mechanical evolution of the spin 0

state atoms. In the latter case, the spin of the electron and proton also reverse.

OPPIS has been designed to meet these requir.ements. Protons exiting the

tlansition I'egion are polalized in the dir.ection of the polarized electrons in the

Rb neutralization cell.

Approxirratel¡' 10% of the nuclear-polarized ll-0 atoms pickup an additional

electÌon thlough charge exchange rvith sodium atoms in the sodium vapour

ionization cell. The charge exchange reaction is given by

Na + Iio ---+ N¿+ + IJ-- .

Upon exiting the sodium cell, the 3 keV beam intensity has been r.educed to

40 p.zl fi'om 20 rnA at the ECR cavity.

Injection

"lhe 40 p.A beam is accelerated to 300 ke\¡ and diver.ted into the injection

line by electlostatic benders. Any neutral atoms that remain in the beam

after the ior.rization cell are effectively lemoved from the beam. The beam

passes thlough an elaborate tlansport system rvith many slits and collimation

devices, and the intensity is ¡educed to approximately 8 ¡L,A at the entrance to

the cyclotron.

The injection line is approximately 35 mett'es in length and contains mâny

steering and focusing elements. Along the injection line ther.e are also trvo

N-S and tri'o E-W steering plates rvhich are integrated into a feedback system.
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The plates, along rvith quadrupole magnets, steer and focus the beam into the

center of the cyclotlon. The feedback system is designed to compensate for

small, slo*' drifts of the beam intensity by changing the amount of current

injected into the cyclotron. The maximum range of this system is l2nA; for a.

nominal beam intensity of 200n4 at the pality apparatus, the feedback system

reduces the effect of nonlineality ofthe detector response. Split plate monitors

also exist in the injection line rvhich monitor the stability of the beam position.

Trvo otliel main components in the injection system include a Wien filter and

photodetachrnent laser.

The function of the Wien filter is to rotate the longitudinal polarization of

the hydrogen nuclei in the beam to the vertical direction relative to the plane

of the cyclotlon and is tuned fol maximum polarization of the extracted beam.

Palticle spin in tlie veltical dilection rvill not precess during acceleration in

the cyclotlon because the magnetic field in the cyclotron is ver.tical.

It is impoltant at this point to note the sign convention regarding spin di-

rection of particles in the beam, In the rubidium vapour, the valence electrons

can be polarized in trvo directions. Using a right-handed coordinate system,

the valer.rce electrons possessing spin f in the lubidiurn vapouÌ ate considered

to have positive longitudinal polarization (also named spin + at the source).

The Wien filtel r-otates the spin direction into the positive ve¡tical direction

at the cyclotlon (+y-axis in the figures).

Physical rotation of the Wien filter assembly enables an additional reflec-

tion of the polarization of the beam-i.e. spin * at the source goes to -y
at the cyclotron entrance. This technique is used to explore systematic errors

t'hich may be colrelated to the spin direction at the source.

The photodetachment laser

A 20 W argoi laser, also kno*'n as the photo-neutralization laser, is used

in the injection line for diagnostic purposes. A small fraction of the I/- ions
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are neutlalized b¡' this process. The neutral atoms fail to be deflected by elec-

trostatic bende's into the cyclotron entrance, thus lorvering the beam intensity.

Fast shutters, contr.olled bJ' the data acquisition system, periodically block

the laser light thus p.oducing a controlled modulation of the beam intensity.

The pulpose of enhancing the modulation is to calibrate the parity apparatus

to systematic fluctuations of the beam intensity. The photodetachment laser

is used rvhile the ¡rumping lasers ar.e blocked so that the beam is unpolarized.

The photodetachment lasel is capable of producing correlated modulations

of the beam intensity of betu'een 0.1 and 0.2 % of the nominal beam inten-

sity (as measured at the talget area). Corr.elated intensity modulation (CII\4)

of this magnitude is approximately trvo orders of magnitude lar.ger than in-

trinsic intensity modulation measured during regular operation of the parity

apparatus.

2.L.2 Cyclotron

Tlie TRIUtr¡lF c)'clotron [23] labor.atory is located on the campus of the Uni-

versity of British Colurnbia in Vancouver, BC. The TRIUN4F cyclotron is a

sector-focusing or A\¡F (azimuthally valying field) cyclotron capable of ac-

celerating protons to 520 Me\¡ kinetic energy for simultaneous extraction to

several proton and meson bearn lines. Figule 2.2 shorvs a picture of the then

completed lorver magnet assembly of the TRIUIf4F cyclotron. The photograph

ri,as taken in 1972 and is shoç'n for pur.poses of illustration.

A cyclotlon is a particle accelerator relying on perpendicular electric and

magnetic fields to accelerate and confine an energetic ion beam in circular

orbits rvhose ladii increases rvith the particle energy. Typically an ion source,

a large DC mâgnet, and a precisely tuned RF Ìesonant cavity system are

the main components of such a device. The electric field revelsal is precisely

synchronized to the frequency of the ions as they accelerate in the cyclotron
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Figure 2.7: The completion oJ the lower magnet assembtg of the TRIUMF

cyclotron. Tlze sir main bending magnets are shaped, to account for relatiuisti,c

mass ,increase as particles acceLerate to hundreds oJ MeV. photograph taken àn

1e72 [24].

according to the follorving r.elation:

NeB-iî:"c
rvhere .ðy' is the number of unit electric charges on the ion, e is the fundamental

unit ofelectlic charge, B is the magnetic field strength ofthe cyclotron bending

magnets, r¿ is tlie mass of the ion, n us is the electric field reversal frequency,

r¿ is an odd integer, and ø6' is defined as the cyclotr.on frequency of the ions

in the magnetic field.

As tlie velocity of the ion is accelerated to relativistic values, however, the

ion mass incleases and either the electric fielad reversal frequency (cyclotron

RF) must be decreased, or the B field inc¡eased in orde¡ to maintain synchro-

nization. The main bending magnets in the TRIUMF cyclotron are custom

shaped to account for relativistic mass increase at higher energy by slowly

increasing the field strength at large radii thus enabling the cyclotron RF to
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remain constant. The main advantage to the TRIUMF design is the ability to
produce a constant cut'r'ent, oi- DC, sour.ce of relativistic ions for extraction.

The minimum magnetic field iu the TRIUN4F cyclotron is 0.3 T, and the RF

opet'ates at the fifth harmonic rvhich corresponds to 23 MHz.

Precise tuning of the cyclotron RF is required to minimize noise in the

extracted beam parameters. Cyclotron RF instability can be caused by tem-

perature fluctuations in the RF cavities and is correlated to enhanced position

modulation of the beam at extraction. During normal parity data taking, the

cyclotron RF is tuned to produce a constant radial density of beam particles

near the t'egion of extraction. This has been found to minimize the sensitivity

ofthe parity appârâtus to fluctuations in the cyclotron RF [2i]. The optimum

RF for stable beam conditions in the parity beam line varies by a ferv hundred

Hz and is set by TRIUtr4F operations personnel in response to a beam current

signal fi'om the parity apparatus.

Stripping foil

A tlÌin (2.5-5 mgf cm2) carbon foil strips the electr.ons off nearly 100% of the

11- ions to ploduce a beam of protons. The magnetic force on the protons spi-

Ìâls the beam out of the cyclotron and into the beam line 4 magnetic trânsport

system. The nominal 200 nA beam intensity extracted from the circulating

beam is set b5, ¿hs size and position of the stripping foil in the cyclotron.

During each of the major data runs, a different stripping foil was used,

and it was found that thinner foils decreased the amount of halo in the beam,

l'ith the disadvantage that they are less mechanically stable and need to be

replaced more often. Beam halo consists of particles outside of the acceptance

rvindorvs of the position monitors (IPMs) but rvithin the entrance windorvs of

the main detectols (TRICs). Figure 2.8 is a schematic of a typical stripping

foil used during a data run in 1998.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic oJ tylti,caL "Bou-saw" mounted, strù)pi.ng f oi,L The f oi,l

uz,s installed at the commencement oi the Julg 1998 paritg rJ.ata run.

2.L.3 4Af 2 bearn line

Once the proton beam exits the cyclotron, it is transported to the parity

detection apparatus by the 4Af2 beam line. Trvo SD (solenoid-dipole) magnet

pairs, and several sets of quadrupole magnets (the last of rvhich is a quadr.upole

tliplet) r'otate tl.re beam polalization into the longitudinal dilection and focus

the bear¡ at the talget. Positive beam line tune is defined as the combined

magnet setting ¡r,hich rotates the beam polar.ization from the *gr direction in

the cyclotron to the +z direction in the beam line. Figure 2.9 shotvs the main

components in the last section of the 4A12 beam line.

Tlie final quadrupole triplet allows for small adjustments to be made to

the beam focus near the target. The ferrite core steering magnets, coupled

to a beam position feedback loop, make fast changes to the beam position to

ensure the beam lemains on tbe polarization neutral axis (see section 2.5.1).
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Figure 2.9: Th.e 4Al2 l¡eam Li,ne. The numbered, components shown i,n the f,gure

are: 1- quadrupole tri.plet, 2- ferrite core steering magnets (FCSMs), 3- RF

caui,tg, l- intensity prof.le moni,tors (IPMs), 5- polarizati,on profi,le monàtors, 6-

transuerse electri,c field, ion chambers (TRICs), and, 7- li,quid hydrogen (LH2)

targ et.

The RF cavity is used to pelfolm measurements of the sensitivity of the parity

apparatus to modulations of the beam energy. The intensity plofile monitors

(IPMs) read the intensity ofthe beam as a function ofposition in the transverse

plane. Data from the IPMs ai-e used to calculate the position and size of the

l¡eam. The polarization profile monitors (PPMs) measule the distribution of

tÌansveÌse polalization of the beam as a function of position in the transverse

plane. The tlalìsverse electric field ionization cliambers (TRICs) measure the

beam intensity before and after the beam interacts rvith the talget. The .Lf12

target is liquid hydrogen maintained at 19 l(elvin and l Atm. Table 2.1 lists

the z positions of the main components in the 4Al2 beam line dorvnstream

of IPM1. Each of these elements in the beam line is briefly described in the

sections tllat follolv.

LH2 target and TRICs

The LH2 target contains unpolarized liquid hydrogen maintained at an operat-

ing tempelature of (19.3 + 0.2) oIf and pressure of 1,13 Atm [2]. The target is
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Componerìt Feb97 Position (mm) Jul98 and May99 Position (mm)

]PT,I1 0 0

PPÀ41 474 43t

IPM2 1837 1842

PPÀ{2 2249 2195

TRICl 4339 4242

IPÀ,I3 5241 52t2

LH2 targel 5592 5556

TR,TC2 6853 6780

Table 2.1: Tlte positions along the beam li,ne (in z) of th,e main cornponents

of the paritg apparatus used, i,n the rneasurement oÍ Az. The measurement

uncerta¿ntA oJ each posi,tion is t3 mm. The posi,ti,on of each component is

respect to the ce¡¿ter of its actiue aolume. The equipment was reposi,t'ioned, and,

resuraeged, prior to the JulgS data run.

cooled by an 420 r'efrigerator rvith 40 W of norninal cooling po$,eÌ, absorbing

the radiant and conductit'e heat loads plus the 5.4 W of porver. deposited by the

200 nA, 221 N,IeV beam during no¡mal data taking. The temperature of the

liquid, during beam on, is monitored by a dedicated target feedback system

rvhich pelforrns necessary adjustments to a heating element in the cryostat

in order to keep the taÌget temperature constant. Fluctuations in the target

temperature ale usually linked to vatiations in the beam intensity.

Figure 2.10 displays the talget assembly. The length of the target along the

z direction is 40 cm and has been optimized to produce the largest scattering

probability rvhile keeping multiple scatteÌing rvithin tolerable Iimits. Another

important considelation in determining the optimal lengih of the target is the

sensitivity of the parity appat'atus to the systematic effect of beam energy

fluctuations. Sensitit,ity to beam energy fluctuations incleases with target

length.
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Figur.e 2.10: The LH2 target [2].

The TRICs are the main detector.s in this experiment. They are current

mode parallel plate ionization detectols rvhich measure the intensity of tlte

beam upstlearn and dorvnstream of the target. The active volurne of the TRICs

is 15 cm by 15 cm in r and y by 60 cm in z. The active volume is filled with

hydrogen gas at a pÌessut'e of 150 Tor¡. Figute 2.11 sho.rvs the lf12 target and

TRICs.

The top electric plate in the ion chambers is at a potential of -8 k\¡

u'ith respect to the glounded bottom plate. When hydrogen gas is ionized by

protons in the beam, the e- produced are dra.wn to the bottom plate, and

the resultiug intensity signals fi.orn both ion chambers are fed to the data

acquisition s)¡stem.

The main asymmetry signal, proportional to A", is calculated by subtract-

ing the difference in intensity read fi.om both TRICs during the positive ând

negative helicity modes of the beam at the target. This measurement is per-

formed by a precision analog subtractor module (see section 2.1.4).

The TRICs have been designed to minimize noise from attachment, recom-

( 1.13 Atm,^,20K)

LH2 flow
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LH, torget

To doto ocquisition system

Figure 2.11: LH2 target and, transuerse electric f.eld. 'ioni,zati.on chambers. The

intensity of the beam is read, by both TRICs and, the TRIC signals are subtracted

by an analog subtractor module. The sul¡tracted, si,gnal às measured in both the

posàtiue and negatiue helicity states of the beam and the di,fference of these tuo

rneasurernents is proportionaL to the longitudi,nal analyzi,ng pouer Az.

bination, spallation, delta lay, and space cllarge effects [25]. After construction

of the TRICs, a rnock data taking experiment tvas performed, rvhich shorved

that the ionization chambers a¡re intÌinsically able to measure ,,4, to a statisti-

cal accuracy of t2 x 10-8 after 300 hours of TRIC integration time, assuming

a liquid hydrogen talget of length 40 cm and a longitudinal beam polariza-

tion of 80%. In practice, the integration time required to achieve this level of

statistical âccuracy is larger by roughly a factor of trvo due to unstable beam

conditions rvhich lead to enhanced ion detector noise in current mode.

It is perhaps important to mention here that many of the systematic errors

encountered in the measurement of the longitudinal anâlyzing power ale the
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Ìesult of spin dependent strong scattering by the target. A change in beam

geometry can occut due to a change, for. example, in beam size or position-
rvhich rvould then alter the path length ofthe beam passing through the TRIC2

active volume. Systematic er.r.ors of this type lead to a systematic asymmetry

in the subtracted signal and a false anl,lgzing power. False analyzing porvers,

systematic modulation of beam parameters, minimizing the helicity-correlated

fluctuations in l¡eam parameters, and colrections for systematic e¡rors rvill be

discussed thloughout the remainder of this thesis, along ivith the final result

of this analJ'sis of the 8497 parity experiment.

2.L.4 Beam property measurements

The follo*'ing subsections briefly outline the instrumentation used to measure

beam propelties dut'ing legulal data taking. These instruments include in-

tensity plofile monitors (IPA4s) and polar.ization pr.ofile monitors (PpMs), the

analog subtlactol module, and the beam energy spectrometer (located in the

injection line). The analog subtractor module measutes the main asymmetÌy

signal at tlre target. The IPÀ4s and PPMs are located in the 4Al2 beam line

and are used simultaneously s'ith measurements of A, (online measurements).

The beam energ)' spectrometer can not be integrated during online data taking

and is instead used at intelleaved data taking periods to infer the sensitivity

of the palit¡' apparatus to beam energy modulation.

Intensity ProfiIe Monitors (IPMs)

The Intensity Profile Monitols, IPMs [20], are current mode beam position

sensors. Each monitor has 31 nickel strips-forming an IPM readout fr,arp--

in both the vertical and holizontal dilections. The nickel strips measure the

intensity of the beam (at fixed position) by rvay of secondar.y electron emission

(SEM) in vacuum. Aluminum collector foils-at a bias of * lO0l/-sandrvich
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the harp packs and collect the secondary electrons.

The total thickness of nickel and aluminum in each detector is betrveen 6

and 20 pln nickel and between 24 and 40 prn aluminum. The actual thickness

of material depends on the detector (IPM1, IPM2, or IPN43) and has been

optimized to produce the least possible amount of multiple scattering in the

beam. Figure 2.12 is a. schematic of a typical IPM foil pack.

X St rìps Y Strips

åRWW
HV=100V

Figule 2.12: Schematic of an IPM foi,l pack [21]. The foi,l stri,ps are 3 pm N,i-

Each IPM harp contains 31 strzps spaced, apart by 2 mm. The harp packs o,re

sand,wiclrcd between collector foils which collect the secondarA electron enxi,ssì,on

at a bias oÍ +I00\/.

The apploximate gain of each strip is 4-5 electrons per 100 beam protons.

The gain is sufficient to provide a measuÌement rvith approximately 10-a rel-

ative counting erlor per stlip over an integlation time of (*l) s at 200 ná

intensity. Thus, the statistical resolution in position during the TRIC/iPM

integration gate is loughly 500 nm assuming the standard deviation ofthe par-

ticle distribution in the beam envelope is 5 mm. In practice, holvever, beam

instabilities plus pickup from mechanical vibrations of the foil assemblies dom-

inate the unceltainty in the determination of the beam centroid position, and

the resolution is usually lorvel by roughly an order of magnitude than the ideal

câse.



Each strip signal is amplifred by a dedicated current to voltage preamplifier.

The voltage signals are digitized using (V:F) conveÌtets and are fed to LeCroy

4434 32-channel scalers. Figure 2.13 displays the IPM strip preamp cir.cuitÌy.

The parity daia acquisition system (DAQ) logs the output of all six IPM harps

onto magnetic tape and pÌocesses the data for online data analysis.

Figure 2.13: IPM harp foiL preamp circuitry [21]. BurrBrown OPA 128 LM

ampLifi,er currcnt-to-uoltage chi,ps are used on each strip.

The IPN4 halps are calibrated during legular data taking by measuring

the pedestal plofiles [27]. Pedestal measurements ale performed roughly every

three days and s,itli no beam. The pedestals shotv random signal variation

arising due to differences in stlip circuitry as rvell as differences in the idling

rates of the V:F converters. The relative gain on each strip rvas measured by

steering the beam a knorvn distance in the horizontal and vertical directions

and observing the response ofthe strips. Before analyzing the intensity profiles,

tlie DAQ subtracts the most recent pedestal measurement from the harp signals

and multiplies the real signal by the relative gain on each stlip.

Data anall,sis softr¡'are evaluates the vertical and horizontal beam intensity

It, I
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profiles and detelmines the nominal beam size and position relative to the fixed

center of the strips. The size of the beam is defined as the standard deviation

of the distribution of palticles in the beam envelope.

Polarization profile monitors (PPMs)

The polarization plofile monitors, PPN4s [28], measur.e the distribution of

transveÌse polarization in the beam as a function of position in the vertical

and horizontal dilections. Trvo polarization plofile monitors exíst in the 4Af2

beam line; both ale upstream of the target. Figure 2.14 is a schematic of one

of the PPil4s designed for the parity experiment. Both ppÀ{s are constructed

in the same fashion. The figule displays the PPM blade housing along tvith

the left branch of the polarimeter, tvhich is used in coincidence ivith the right

blanch, to measuì'e veltical polarization components in the beam.

Each PP\4 has tri'o target rvheels, each rvheel containing trvo scanning

blades. The foul scanning blades scan the beam trvice in the vertical and trvice

in tlie holizontal dilection duling each full rotation of a ppN¡I. The scanning

sequence of the tri,o PPI\4s is set so that the beam is scanned by all g blades,

at equal intelvals, duling each full rotation of l¡oth PPMs.

TIre scanning blades of the polarization monitors are made of CH2. CH2

is used because it has a large transverse analyzing porver in pþ scattering (0.3

at 17.5'). The devices rvhich detect the scattered protons are fast plastic

scintillators coupled via light guides to RCA 8575 photomultipier tubes and

placed in a "4-blanch polarimeter" configui"ation.

Each PPÀ4 has four coincidence branches rvhich detect a counting rate

asymmetÌy in the left-right and dotvn-up dir.ections. The left-right branches

measure transvel'se polalization in the vertical (g-axis direction) rvhile the

dorvn-up branches measure transverse polarization in the horizontal (r-axis

dilection). Figure 2.15 is a schematic of the left-right coincidence branches. lf
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Figure 2.14: Sche¡nati.c of a PPM blade housi,ng and coincidence d,etector ar-

rangement. Tlte d,etectors shoun are arranged, i,n order to n¿easure the d,i,stri,-

bution of protons i,n the inci.d.ent beam which conta,in spin in the g d,irecti,on.

Each PPM has tlvee add,i,tional d,etection arrangements in order to measure

the d,tstri,but'ion of transuerse polarizati,on components, Prþ:) and P,(y), ln the

beam.

?2¿ denotes the nurnber of left branch coincidence events and n¡ denotes the

numbeÌ of right branch coincidence events during the same time interval then

AtPe: nL-nR
(2.6)nr*nn

n'here -4¿ is the transvelse analyzing porver. of the CH2 target and P, is the

polarization component of the beam along the g/-direction. A similar expres-

sion holds fol the P,(g) component. Both components, P,(y) and Pr(ø), are

measured during online data taking and external calibration studies, so that

systematic error corLections to the measured A" can be made fo¡ the effect of

transverse moments of polarization. This is important, as it rvill be seen in
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Figure 2.15: Sclrcmatic of the left-ri,ght coincid,ence branches. A Ttroton in

the beam possessing spi,n i,n the *g d,irection will elasti,cally scatter wàth a

proton in the CH2 target triggering a coincid,ence i,n the left branch. Scat-

tering euents in the LeJt l¡ranch are characteri.zed by the four-fold coincidence

(Ct Ar) (RL \71). Scattering euents in the right branch are characterized bg

the four-fold, co'incidence (C R On).(RR'VR) . The teft-right counting o,syrnrnetr7

is proportionaL to the uertical beam polarizati,on.

chapter 3 that an impoltant contribution to systematic error in this experiment

is for these effects.

In order to diffelentiate betrveen elastically and inelastically scattered pro-

tons, r'ecoil detectors are placed at 88.1" relative to the folrvard coincidence

(in the scattering plane). The recoil scintillators ale 6.35 mm thick detectors

rvhich, together l'ith 1.6 mm thick aluminum shields behind the detectors, ab-

sorb elastically scattered protons (having a mean energy of less than 22 MeV).

Higher enelgy plotons from inelastic collisions in the carbon nuclei will give a

signal in the veto detector. Thus, a (R.7) event rvill indicate the presence of

a proton possessing momentum of no more than 22 MeV and tlavelling along



the recoil direction.

A solid angle scintillator is placed doivnstream of the forrvard coincidence

scintillator- and is .otated 49' to the normal of the fonvard coincidence direc-

tion. The rotation accounts for the variation in diffe¡ential scattering cross_

section and solid angle ¡vith blade position and allorvs for a unifolm response

of the PPM ovel approximately 6 mm of beam width [2].

The PPil4 blade position is read by a 2500 line incremental tick shaft en-

coder rotating ât 5 Hz, each tick corr.esponding to 80 ¡is. Ðncoder advancement

is governed by a PC-based system capable of locking the blade rotation period

to rvithin one tick per revolution. Because the spin state sequence r.equires as

many different spin states as there ate scanning blades (8 in all, see section

2.2.1), tl'o cornplete cycles of the PPIi4s ale required to deter.mine the trans-

velse polarization. This is required to ensuÌe each of the eight blades sample

both helicity states duling a measurement of the transverse polarization.

The coincidence counts ar.e binned in LeCr.oy 3b214 multichannel scalers

(\aCS). The À4CS scalers contain 80 channels; each channel is reserved for the

scattering asymmetry of transversely polarized protons at a particular position

in the beam envelope. The clock pulses generated from the shaft encoders also

send channel advance signals to the multichannel scalels. Thus, each of the

B0 l\4CS scaler channels corresponds to a distinct blade position in the beam

envelope.

The scalels are cleated at the end ofthe PPM rotation and the data are sent

to the acquisition computer rvhich performs online profiling of the transverse

polalization chalacteristics of the beam. The data from the 80 channels are

also logged onto magnetic tape for further aualysis offiine.

Analog subtractor

The plimary asymmetry signal measured by the ion chambels is processed by
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Figure 2.16: Sch,ematic of the preci,sion preatnpli,fier and, subtractor bor [21].

The TRIC current,is conuerted, to a uoltage by the preamplifi.ers. The uoltages

from both TRICs are fed, to the subtractor module where the difference signal

i,s arnplifi,ed by a Jactor of G : 1000.

a custom built preamplifier and analog subtractor box [2]. Figur.e 2.16 shorvs

a schematic of the analog subtractor- module.

The current lead fi'om the chambers is converted to a voltage by a Burr

BlownOPA111 BN4 preamplifier. The convelsion factor is 13.6x10-5-I. Both

TRIC signals are input to the analog subtractor module rvher.e the subtracted

signal is arnplified by a factor of 103. The subtractor box output is roughly

proportional to the difference in beam cur.rent passing through TRIC1 and

TRIC2. It is not quite proportional due to a variable fine gain adjustment on

the TRIC1 preamplifier output. The gain is very close to one and allorvs the

subtraction to be fine tuned for best common mode rejection. The subtractor

box output is fed to a precision (V:F) module rvith conversion facbr 0.íMf .

The V:F output, denoted Fo,,¿, is given bv

Fout: C x GR(9i,1 - i,2) -t2.5MHz,
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rvhere 9 is the variable fine gain on the TRIC1 preamp output, l? is the preamp

conversion factor, G is the subtractor gain, C is the (V:F) conversion factor,

and 2.5MHz is the built-in idling rate of the V:F. The longitudinal analyzing

pot'er -4, is plopoltional to the ratio of the difference of Fou¿ in the tu,o helicity

states to the avelage beam culrent. In symbols

A":6Fi"' - F"": Õ^1"' ,xt xt
(2.8)

rvhere Õ is a scale factor equal to 7.84 nAlM Hz for the parity electronics.

During regulal parity data-taking, small adjustments of the fine gain, 9
(the DC let'el), can be made to minimize systematic error caused by corr.elated

intensity rnodulation. The minimization procedure is called a ,,box balance',

and is pelfolmed every 1-3 days dur.ing regular data taking. Section 2.6.4

describes the "box balance" plocedure.

Beam energy modulation spectrometer

The beam energJ¡ modulation spectt'ometel is used during regular data tak-

ing to estimate the intlinsic beam energy and position modulation produced

coherently at the ion source. It can âlso be used to intr.oduce a coherent mod-

ulation of the bearn energy fol diagnostic purposes (see section 2.6.3). Figure

2.17 sho*'s a sclÌematic of the instrumentation, installed at OPPIS in 1gg7,

which is used to perform measulements of the coherent energy modulation.

The 3 ke\¡ .É- b.u- is steered using electrostatic deflection plates, and

the cohelent beam position modulation is measured at a movable 16 channel

profile mouitor. The polaritS' of the steering plates can be reversed and the

position monitor moved in order for the position modulation to be measured on

both sides of the beam line. This allorvs sepalation of coherent beam position

and energJ¡ modulation.

The coherent beam position modulations, Az¿ and Aø¡ shorvn in the
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Figure 2.17: Sche¡natic of th,e beam energy mod,ulation spectrometer [e]. The

apparatus was i,nstalled, in the injection line in ord,er to measure coherent beam

posi,tion ancl energy modulat'ion prod.uced, at OPPIS.

figure, are related to coherent beam position and energy modulations in the

injection line by

Lø¡ : 6rorrrs + aLLE

and

Lx¡1= 6aorrrg - apA,E (2.e)

t'here Acp¿p¡s and Ä.8 are the coherent beam position and energy modula-

tion, respectively, produced at the source. The calibration factors ø¿ and a¿

are deter¡nined by adding a squate lvave voltage bias to the sodium ionizer cell

and measuring Äø¿ and Âø¡. The bias, of amplitu de !50mV , is applied in

phase t'ith the spin flip pattern lvith the pumping lase¡s blocked.

2.2 Data acquisition

The DAQ [ZS] is a complex netrvork of system modules and computer proces-

sors. The DAQ is responsible for sending spin request information to OPPIS;

controlling the TRIC, IP\4, and PPM data collection; and processing the data
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stream. Plocessing the data stream includes rvriting the par.ity data buffer

to magnetic tape (DLOG) as rvell as providing beam diagnostic information

during legular pality data taking. Figure 2.18 is block diaglam of the DAe.

J11 (PHzDÀC)

System Jll
(PHlDAc)

PARITYPC

Figure 2.18: Block d,zagram of the TRIUMF El97 d,ata acquisátion sgstem [p1].

Data stleam plocessing is perfolmed by the histogr.amming softrvare pack-

age NO\/A [30]. NOVA sub¡outines evaluate the 31 channel harp signals from

the iPMs and the 80 channel (t\4CS) scâler output from the PP\{s (see section

2.1.4). NO\¡A subloutines calculate beam parametet profiles such as average

and helicity-corlelated beam position, size, and transverse moments of polar-

ization. The bearn profiles ate then avet'aged over 16 consecutive spin states

of the beam (ts'o complete PPM rotation cycles). Helicity-correlated variables

are calculated by subtracting the averages of beam variables fo¡ consecutive

eight spin state "events" (a sixteen blade event, 2-event, ot euent p@ir), Other

important functions pelformed by the DAQ and NOVA include determining

the average and helicity-colrelated beam intensity read from the TRICs, track-

ing LH2 target parametels (such as target temperature), the average beam

energy, as well as determining the polarization of the rubidium cell.

Jt1

-<F*9
/\

Nova(frreo') r{ovr(d.r¡)
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2.2.1 Timing

One pality substate samples the beam using one of the g ppM blades. The

substate is 25 ms in duration, and trvo-thirds of this time (exactly I period of

the AC line frequency, 16.667 ms) is dedicated to TRIC and IpM integration

rvhere the main parity asymmetry signal and beam position information is

read. The remai'ing time of tlie substate is dedicated to stabilization of the

polarization in the source, PPN4 integration, and ,,dead time,,. The dead time

is a 1.1 rns delay at the end of the substate *,hich allorvs for fluctuation of

the PPI\{ rotation late. An additional 0.8 ms delay at the beginning of the

substate provides time for the source polar.ization to stabilize. During each

substate, the bearn is sampled rvith either positive or negative helicity and

the particular spin state of the source during the substate is contr.olled by the

DAQ. The spin request is sent to the source by the DAe at the beginning

of the 0.8 ms stabilization delay. Figure 2.1g is a schematic of the substate

integration gates.

25 ms (+ or - helicity)

0,8 ms 1.1 ms

Figure 2.19: One 25 ms substate [2]. The main parity asymmetrg signal ts mea-

sured, tluring the TRIC/IPM integration gate. The tength of the TRIC/IpM
i,ntegratton * (t) , and is d,esigned, to elirn'inate noi,se at 60 Hz.

Ðr,ents are grouped into 8 substate cycles, rvhere 1 cycle samples the beam

rvith all 8 PPM blades and, therefore, the length of 1 cycle is 200 ms. The spin

sequence, or spin state patter.n, for the 8 blade cycle is one of the follorving trvo

sequences: +- -+-++- oÌ -++-+--+. As is evident by the pattern,
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Figure 2.20: A clt art ind.i,cating the trigger ti,mi,ng of gate si,gnals d,uring an

eiglrt blad,e cycle [21].

Iinear and quadÌatic terms in the beam parameter drift (over the time period

of the cycle) ale lernoved.

The eight blade event sequence samples the subtractor box signal over. a

peliod of 200 ms. The spin flip pattern is patticulâr.ly sensitive to noise at b

and 15 Hz, but not to the 60 Hz line frequency rvhich considerably reduces

statistical uncertainty in measuled ,4,.

The 8 blade c),cles, or eight blade euents, form part of a larger structure

called a supercycle. A supercycle contains eight consecutive cycles. The spin

state sequence of the supercycle is similar to the eight blade event in that the

first event in each cycle follorvs one ofthe eight state sequences above. The spin

state of the fir'st event of a supercycle is chosen at random by the DAQ. Figure

2.20 shorvs the timing of integration gate signals and spin request signals for.

the eight blade c¡,sls.
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During regular. data taking, the DAQ controls horv much data is acquired

in spin-on mode versus spin-off mode via an adjustable parameter rvhich is

set prior to the beginning of a run. The parameter is usually set at four

spin-on supelc5'cles follotved by one spin-off supercycle. Evely second spin_off

supelcycle contains enhanced CIM produced by the photodetachment laser.

2.2,2 Data storage

DLOG rvlites all data that are handled by the DAe to magnetic tape. A

magnetic tape, s4rich has a storage capacity of 2.0 GBytes, can store approx_

imately t*'enty a;r'erage one-hour runs. Each average one-hour run consists of

approximately 140,000 parity substates.

The rarv parity data event buffelincludes rarv data from the MCS scalers,

IPN4 readout halps, TRICs, N4UX/DAC readouts, Far.ada¡, rotation measure-

ments, and all otltel scalers processed by the DAQ. The tâpes are read by an

offiine PC and the buffer is reduced by averaging data ove¡ sixteen blade e¿ená

pairs.

Tape reduction

Offiine data reduction is pelformed by the histogramming package NOVA.

NO\¡A determines the ion source spin state of an event in the buffer and rvhich

PPM blade scanned the beam. The program then calculates helicity-averaged

and helicity-correlated quantities of beam patâmeters. The beam parameters

are used to calculate the sensitivity of the parity apparatus to modulations of

beam parameters and to estimate systematic etrors duting the measurement

of 42.

The output of NOVA contains three data types: spin-on event pairs (nor-

mal parity data, 80% of the data stream), spin-ofi event pair.s (10% of the data
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stream), and CIÀ4 event pairs (unpolarized beam rvith enhanced CIM-10% of

the data stream). Data from each event pair ar.e rvritten in binary real num-

bers to a peÌmanent storage disk in the same sequence the data are originally

measured during data taking. The NOVA reduction process compresses the

âmount of data b1' roughly a factor of 16. NOVA then rvrites the compressed

data to magnetic disk.

The amount of compressed data is furthel r.educed by applying data quality

cuts on beam parameters. The data reduction procedure is presented in section

2.3 Systematic errors

There ale trvo classifications of systematic erlols: helicity-corr.elated beam pa-

Ìameter modulations at OPPiS and helicity-correlated beam parameter modu-

lations in beam line 4Af 2. Ultimately, all systematic errors arise from coherent

instabilities at the ion source, holever, an amplification ofthe modulations can

occur due to the cyclotron and beam line components. For. this reason, sys-

tematic errols are glouped into the t$'o categories above. The final sections

in this chapter discuss the definition, calibration, and minimization of the trvo

classes of experimental systematic elror.

In genelal, a systematic error (also referred to as a false analyzing porver)

is defined as

r+ - /-LA"= aì:o.L(, (2.i0)

rvhere a is the sensitivity of the pality appalatus to helicity-correlated beam

parameter A(. Systematic error corrections are performed on all beam param-

eters knorvn or expected to contribute a significant (non-zero) false analyzing

porvel during the measurement of A".
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The measurement of A" is not sensitive to average (or DC) beam palam-

eters, but by tlacking the average beam parameters, the systematic effect of

helicity-correlated beam parameter modulations can be minimized. For exam_

ple, in the case of transverse moments of polarization, the sensitivity of the

parity apparatus to extrinsic first moments of polarization can be altogether

eliminated rvhen the beam travels along its ,,neutral axis,,. In general, the

average beâm pat'ameters corlesponding to equation 2.10 are gi.r'en by

, Ç+ +ç-\._ 
2

2.4 Intrinsic modulations at OPPIS

2.4.L Intensity modulation

A systematic polarization mismatch betrveen the spin f and spin J valence

electron states produced in tlie rubidium vapour cell rvill lead to a systematic

modulation of beam intensitS,. The mismatch can occur if one or both of the

pumping lasels ale not tuned to their optimal frequency, or if the pumping

Iasers irladiate the vapour cell rvith a difference in porver. These differ.ences

rvill affect the intensity of the ,É0 beam entering the sodium ionization cell as

a function of beam helicity. Thus, the beam intensity ivill modulate coherently

rvith the spin flip pattet'n at the target and a false asymmetry rvill occur if the

detectors and readout electronics hat'e a non-linear response.

Correlated intensity modulation (CIM) is measured relative to the average

beam intensity at TRIC1; thus,

crM:i: (fi+) (2.12)

u'here if is the beam intensity (measured by TRICI) in * helicity.

Typical sensitivities of the parity apparatus to CIM-on a run by run

basis-are of the order of (100-200) x l0-7 l% Therefore, relative beam

(2.1,1)
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intensity modulations must be maintained at the 10-5 level or belorv in order

to maintain the false analyzing potver arising from CIM at the 10-8 level.

Via the photodetachment laser, enhanced CIM can be created in the in-

jection line and used to track the sensitivity online. As previously discussed,

the enhanced modulation data is taken during a separate data taking phase

of the data acquisition process and is stored on magnetic tape for analysis

offiine. If a large sensitivity is calculated, a small adjustment to the DC level

of the subtractor box can be made to reduce the sensitivity of the apparatus

to #. Adjustments to the subtractor box DC level are usually made every

three hours during regular parity data taking.

2.4.2 Energy modulation

Coherent energy rnodulation of the beam due to helicity-cor.related modulation

of the beam energy (at OPPIS) is defined as

(2.13)

A systematic difference in energy betrveen the tivo spin states produced at

OPPIS n'ill lead to a false analyzing porver. The error arises due to the non-

linearity of the TRIC response as a function of ener.gy. The 27 MeV beam

energy loss in the target changes the slope of the TRIC Ìesponse cuÌve to a
modulation of the beam energy. The lesult is a false analyzing porver in the

measurement of ,4,. Figure 2.21 shotvs a schematic of the stopping potver of

hydrogen gas as a function of beam energy, illustrating hoiv the sensitivity to

coherent beam energy modulation arises. It rvill be seen in the next chapter

that A.Ð at OPPiS is on the order of meV and that coherent energy modulation

of this magnitude can lead to a significant false asymmetr.y in the measured

4..
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Figure 2.21: A scl¿emati,c of the stopping pouer oÍ hgd,rogen as a function of

energa [2].

2.4,3 Position modulation

The systematic effect of beam position modulation at the ion source has been

measured to be an older of magnitude smaller than the effect due to beam

energy modulation. Position modulation originating at the source is also ex-

pected to be highly cot't'elated to beam position and size modulation in the

4Af2 beam line. The latter''s effects are rvell controlled in this experiment

and the associated false asymmetr.y rvill be seen to be consistent tvith zero at

the 10-B level. Tl.relefole, no separate correction or uncertainty estimates are

made for the systematic effect of beam position modulation originating at tlie

ion source.

2.5 Modulations of beam parameterc in 4Af2

2.5.L TYansverse moments of polarization

The diffelential scattering cross section for a target rl'ith non-zero transverse

analyzing porver A¿(á) is

ffi fu, øl : # r, F + nAt (o) cos þ + P"A" (e)j,
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where cosP : frrn'Êo,r, cosþ: pr'(îto,* ît",r), Âun is the incoming direction

unit vector, and î,ou¿ is the scatter.ed direction unit vector. As u,ill become evi-

dent in section 3.5, the largest systematic error correction to the measurement

of A" is for the systematic effect of transverse polarization.

False analyzing porver is generated rvhen the beam contains a net trânsverse

polalization and does not occupy the polarization neutlal axis. When this

occurs, a false analyzing pori'er is generated rvhen protons are scattered out of

the TRIC2 active volume as a function of helicity. Figtre 2.22 is a schematic of

horv the tlajactor¡, of a transversely polarized beam can change as a function

of bearn helicity. The effect has been greatly exaggerated for. purposes of

illustration. The solid arrorvs indicate the preferred directions of scattering,

rvhich lead to an asymmetry in the TRIC2 detector signal. In general, tlie

distribution of polalization in the transver.se plane Þ¿ is given by

F, = Frþ,ù : p,(r,ùi + po@,y) j (2.15)

*'here â and j ale the unit vectors in the ø and gr directions, respectively.

Polarization neutral axis

The polalization neutral axis is an axis through the target and TRIC system

rvhich, no mattel horv large the component of transve¡se polarization, leaves

the resulting subtracted signal invariant to a helicity-correlated reflection of

the transverse polarization. This is achieved rvhen the average path length of

scattered particles thlough TRIC2 does not change during helicity reversal,

even if the path direction of tlìe scattered particles do change. The neutral

axis, therefore, is a strictly geometrical characteristic of the parity apparatus.

The total fir'st moment of polarization of the beam, Ff,a , is calculated

by integlating the polalization distribution over the horizontal and vertical

directions. Thus, at a given time and for a given e position (along the 4A/2
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Figure 2.22: Sclt ematic of the effect oÍ trdnsaerse polarization and the polar-

ization neutral aris [2]. In the bottom picture, the net transuerse polarization

of the beam h,as been rotated n radians as a result of the spi,n reuersal at the

source. The net slJstematic erroris proportzonal to the distance of the beam

from the symmetry axi,s. The resulti,ng measurement of the analog subtractor

box wiLL contain a false asgmmetrg.

beam line)

îf=Jn(P"+P)N(x,s)d,n

and

Fl = !y(P"+P)N@,y)ds

rvhere .M(ø, g) is the normalized intensity distribution of particles in the trans-

verse plane. The terms containing gP, and nP" are expected to contribute

a false asymmetry an older of magnitude less than the terms containing zp,
and APt, r'especti\¡ely, and are ignored [21. Thus, the total first moment in the

horizontal direction can be approximated to:

þ pul, : [ :t p,(n) N (r) dx : I n {pi + p} (r) + p] (r2) + . . .} N @) an,

u'here ,N(ø) : ! dyN(r,y). Therefore, to first order and rvith an analogous
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treatment in the vertical direction

(rp,l,: I " {ri+ r,'(ø)} N@) ax: (,)(&) + (xpo),

þp"),: | , {r: a,e,'(u)} N@) da : (a)vò + \ap,). (2.16)

In equation 2.16, the right-most terms åÌe defined as the intrinsic first

rnoments of polarization of the beam polarization distribution in the transverse

directions. The terms preceecling the intrinsic moments are the extrinsic first

moments of polalization. The extrinsic first moments are simply the pr.oduct

of the average values of the beam position, r'elative to the neutral axis, and

the avelage values of the beam polai"ization. Because the intrinsic moments

depend on the distlibution of polarization in the transveÌse plane, they are very

difficult to control in the bearn line. In section 2,6.2, a beam optics technique

is presented tvhich minimizes the systematic effect of the intrinsic moments.

As for the extlinsic rnoments, they can be minimized in tu'o rvays: tune the

beam line magnets to reduce tlansverse polarization, and conduct the experi-

ment so that the parity beam travels along the polarization neutral axis. The

next section l'ill calculate the sensitivity of the parity apparatus to transverse

polalization and desclibe a method to detelmine the neutr.al axis.

Sensitivity to ffrst moments of polarization

Assuming that the total first moment of polarization varies linearly rvith z,

the false anal¡'2i¡g potver measured at the subtractor box due to fir.st moments

measured at the PPI\4s may be given by [2]

LA" : ar\, p,¡! + b1þ eo)! + az(a P,)? + br(r Po)! (2.t7)

rvhele (gP")j'2 are the total first moments measured at PPM1 and PPM2.

Using equation 2.16, the total first moment at PPMl is

@Pài - (fuù - si") (P") + (yP")1
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rvhere (91) is the avelage beam position at PPM1, grfo is the neutral axis

position in the y-dilection at PPM1, (P") is the average transverse polarization

in the ¿-dilection (measured by both polarimeters), and (yP")1 is the intrinsic

first moment measured at PPÀ41.

Tlrus, l'ith similar expressions for r and xPr, the total false analyzing

porver due to transverse moments of polarization can be repr.esented by

LA" : (P,)("'(yr) + az(az) + aù

+ (pu)(ö1 (ø1) + b2(x2) + fi)
-l a|(gP,l1+ o'2\APa)2

* b1(xP)1t bz(xP)2 (2.1e)

n'here ¿s and ö3 aÌe equal to (- atAi" - azAi") and (-b1ri" -b2øfo), respectively.

Periodicall¡' during legular parity data taking, neutral aris scans are peÌ-

formed. Neutral axis scans ale calibration studies in tvhich the ttansverse

polarization of the l¡eam is er.rhanced and the tesponse of the subtractor box

is mapped over a lelatively large spatial extent of the tlansverse plane. The

measured false analyzing porver, usually trvo to three or.ders of magnitude

larger than backglound during normal parity data taking, is regressed against

equation 2.19 and the sensitivities {ot,...,år} are determined. The scans are

performed separately, that is, P, is scanned actoss ø and P" is scanned across

g. Tlre neutral axis is chosen so that grfo - xT" :0 (as measured at IPMI).

The neutral axis positions at IPM2 are found by projecting the results of the

calibration to the z position of IPM2 along the beam line.

There exists a magic po,int along the parify 4Al2 beam line. If the intrinsic

first moment goes through zero at this point, the faße A" rvill be zero. At

this point, the sensitivity of the apparatus is not dependent on the path of the

particles in the beam envelope nor the angle of the beam rvith respect to the

z-axis.
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To find the magic point, examine equation 2.19 assuming that the ex-

periment is being conducted rvith the beam on its neutral axis. Then the

sensitivity of the appalatus to transverse polarization is only due to intrinsic

first moments, and the false asymmetry is given by

LA" : at(aP")t + 0.2(apa)2

+ b1(tP)11- b2(xP)2 .

It becomes immediately appalent that if

(2.20)

fuP,), - a2 ^^) (,Pu), b2

øFl,: - 
", 

ana 
GF¡.= --

then no false asl'mmetly due to intr.insic first moments is expected. Assuming

the ¡atios of intlinsic fir'st moments satisfy these conditions, the intrinsic first

moment s'ill be zelo at the magic point.

The magic point is found by extrapolating along the z axis assuming that

the first moments valy linearly rvith z:

at7p p MI I a2zpp¡,72

"u' 
: -----1, + ø

and

btzpput * b2zppy2z,' = ---- 
¡r, a ¡¿

(2.2r)

(2.22)

ts,here üp and zy'n are the magic poinús for intrinsic moments (y P") and (rpr) ,

and zpp¡,71 and zpp¡42 are the positions of PPM1 and PPI\42 along the z axis.

Ðxpressions for both intlinsic moments have been given because, in general,

the magic point s'ill not be at the same z position for both the horizontal and

vertical directions in the transverse plane.

2.5.2 Beam position modulation

The average horizontal beam position at the IPMs is defined as
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where ¿ : {1,2,3} denotes IPMI, IPM2, ol IPM3; and øf and ø¿ ale the

beam positions during spin * and - at the source, respectively. Beam position

modulation corÌelated to the spin state of the beam is defrned as

(2.24)

Similar expressions give the avelage and helicity-correlated beam position in

the vertical, or y-axis, dilection.

The false analyzing porvel arising from helicity correlated beam position

rnodulations can be r,ç'r'itten in the folm [2]

LA" : (^"'tt"") lo,r, + t:"rz + c,) + (ncl;A-) kl"q + e,rz + Í,)+
(*+*) (a,h + b,az + ") + (et#e) {aoa' + eyuz-r Íu) . Q.25)

Tlre tivelve parametels (a" ". fr) arc determined from calibration testing. Dur-

ing the testing, the beam position is purposely modulated in phase rvith the

spin state sequence and the false asymmetry affected by the modulation is

regressed against equation 2.25. For more details on horv the calibration scans

are performed, see section 2.6.5.

2.5.3 Beam size modulation

The average horizontal beam size at the IPMs is defined as

oc¡ = (2.26)

rvhere ¿ : {1,2,3} denotes IPMI, lPM2, or IPM3; and oø+ and o". are the

standard deviations of the bearn intensity distributions in o during spin * and

- at the source, respectively. Beam size modulations correlated to the spin

state of the beam are defined as

lr \l!r,' - 1. I

^- - \' ",- z

[oøi:
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Similar expressions give the avelage and helicity-correlated beam size in the

vertical, ol g-axis, direction.

The false analyzing porvel arising from helicity colrelated beam size mod-

ulations can be $'r'itten in the form [2]

LA": a,6,r¡o,, I þrotr,"Lot"," * taaar\oy, I þnor",Lørr,, (2.28)

rvhere 2,3 indicates IPlVl2 or IPM3, respectively. The four parameters are

determined fi'om calibration testing. During the testing, the beam size is pur-

posely modulated in phase rvith the spin state sequence and the false asym-

metry affected b)' the rnodulation is regressed against equation 2.28. For more

details on hori' the calibration scans ate performed, see section 2.6.5.

2,6 Systematic error minimization

The final sections of this chapter present some of the consider.ations rvhich

are made dui-ing legular parity data taking so that systematic er¡ors in the

measulement of A" can be minimized.

2.6.L Wien filter and beam line helicity reversal

The longitudinal analyzing porver ,4., is a measure of the dependence of the

scatteling asymnetry on the spin dilection at the target. N4easurements of ,4,

taken rvith different orientations of the spin at the ion source and the cyclotron

with respect to the target provide important checks on the consistency of the

results.

An error in the measurem ent of A" arising due to systematic errots cot're-

Iated *'ith the spin state of the beam at OPPIS can be minimized by rotating

the Wien filter assembly and, therefore, reversing the spin dilection of the

beam at the cyclotlon entrance. By reversing the polality of the soienoid
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magnets in the 4Al2 beam line, also referred to as beam line helicity reversal,

a further reduction of false .4" can be effectively accomplished by decoupling

the systernatic effect of coherent beam enelgy modulation from systematic er-

rors arising due to other helicity-colrelated beam parametels. Thus, there are

four possible Wien filter/beam line helicity configurations. Table 2.2 shoivs

the effect on the helicity at the target for the various configur.ations.

Spin state

at OPPIS

\\¡ien filie¡

setting

Spin direction

in cyclotron

SD-SD

polarity

(wF/BL) Helicity

at targetConfiguration

1(+ + +a + (+,+) +

J(- -u
1(+ + +u (+,-)

J(- -u 2 +

1(+ -g + (-,+)

r(- +g ó +

1(+ -v (- -) +

J(- +y 4

Table 2.2: Summary of Wi,en fi,lter/beam li.ne conrtgurati,ons.

The NO\¡A reduction code calculates the asymmetry of an event pair based

on the diffeÌence of the subtractot' signal for the trvo spin states at OPPß.

Therefore, the measured asymmetry in configurations 2 and 3 must be multi-

plied by -1 to obtain the corlect sign for .4,. In contrast, helicity-corlelated

offsets arising fi'om modulations of beam parameters introduced dotvnstream

of the soulce u'ould change sign in configurations 2 and 4 relative to 1 and 3.

Let A,eppls denote the intrinsic helicity-correlated offset arising from helicity-

correlated parameters at the ion source, such as coherent energy modulation.

And let A"r" denote the helicity-correlated offset arising from parameters cor-

Ì'elated to the spin direction in the cyclotron lvhich are not measured down-

stream of the ion source, such as beam halo, or spin dependent scattering in
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the stripping foil. Any residual helicity-correlated offset arising due to the spin

direction at the soutce or in the cyclotr.on rvill manifest as non-zeto Loppts

or Acs" in the corlected .4,.

The asyrnmetty (e 1) in configuration 1 is

et = A" * Lopp¡s I L.o. , (2.2s)

rvhere ,4., has been corlected for the systematic effects of coherent beam pa-

rametels measuled in the 4Af 2 beam line. Using similar. terms for the other

three conflgurations, a summar.y of the four configurations and the measured

asymmetÌy is shorvn in Table 2.3. The par.ity violating analyzing porver is

obtained fiom the 4 types of asymmetrv measurements as:

e":jlr- e2-e3+ea) (2.30)

Conflguration Measu¡ed asymmetry

1 = A. * doppts r L"u"

2 E2 = -A¿ * Agpp¡s - 4",,
3 Éz=-4,*Âoeprs*4"v.
4 ea = A" I Loppts - L"c"

Table 2.3: Summary of the measured, asAn¿metry in the four Wien fitter/beam
Iine tune confi,gurations. The four confi,gurations allow a d,ecoupli,ng of the

systetnatic effect of coherent beam energy mod,ulati,on from other systematic

errors wh'ich are measured, dounstream of the ion source.

Equation 2.30 assumes an equal âmount of data in each of the four config-

urations duling the meâsurement of A".7f the condition for equal statistics is

not met, then the calculation of .4, must include a proper rveighting function.

Also implicit in the equation is that the systematic effects Aopr¡s and A"r" are

constant in each beam line configuration. This is usually not the case during
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regular parity data taking. Equation 2.30 can be used, horvever, to estimate

the magnitude of any residual systematic errors.

2.6,2 Beam size convergence

In the absence of external magnetic fields, the spin axis of a free particle rvill

not precess. Also, thele ale no magnetic steering or focussing elements along

tlre final 7 m of the 4Af2 beam line. Ther.efore, if the trajectoly of a proton

in the beam is not parallel to the z-axis, the first moment arising fi.om that

proton u'ill simpl¡' 1'¿¡y linearly rvith distance, z, along the beam line. Since

the first moment of the beam is proportional to the linear sum of the first

moments of the individual protons, the first moment of the beam ivill also

vary linearly s'ith z, passing through zero at some location (the magic point).

This is normall)' close to the location of the beam rvaist. By adjusting the

beam focusing, the first moment can be made to pass thr.ough zero at the

magic point.

Figule 2.23 shos's an example of a linear conl¡ergence of intrinsic first mo-

ment rPu along the 4Af 2l>eamline. In this example, the intrinsic first moment

converges as it approaches the target (right of figure). The intrinsic moments

at PPM2 are lelated to the moments at PPM1 by the ratios

(2.31)

One of the main objectives in a four tveek long data run is to maintain a

consistent beam line tune l¡efore and after beam line helicity reversal. If the

beam size convergence is consistent upon beam line helicity reversal, then the

sensitivity of the parity apparatus to int¡insic first moments of polarization

rvill also be mote consistent in both beam line tunes.

Rr=ffi, o'd R,=ffi
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edge of
beom envelope

PPIV 1

Figure 2.23: Erample of linear i,ntrinsi,c moment conaergence. The intrinsic

monlent scz,les linearlll with the si,ze of the l¡eam. As the beam conuerges from
left to ri.ght i.n the f,gure, the intri,nsic rnoment conuerges as well. The rati,o of

conuergence i,s found, from correlati,on analysis of d,ata measured at both PPMs.

2.6.3 Beam energy modulation compensation

Beam energy modulation compensation is an applied intrinsic energy mod-

ulation rvhich is introduced to the beam at the source. The compensation

is iutroduced by applying a spin-correlated square rvave voltage bias to the

sodium ionizel cell (refer to Figure 2.3). The purpose of the compensation is

to cancel the intrinsic energy modulation produced intrinsically at the source

and provide a beam rvith zelo net coherent energy modulation for injection

into the c)¡clotron.

Apploximately once pel day during regular. data taking, the beam energy

spectrometeÌ is used to estimate the intlinsic energy modulation produced at

the source. Usually the source is tuned to minimize coherent beam intensity

and energy modulation. Unfortunately, horvever, after tuning, a small intrinsic

energy modulation rvill often remain in the beam. Moreover, the result of

the measurements consistently shorv that the source produces a systematic

positive intrinsic energy modulation (section 3.4.1). This means that the source

PPllt2
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produces the spin f state rvith systematically higher ener-gy than the spin J
state. Beam energy modulation compensation is able to reduce the beam

enelgy in the spin f state and thus remove coherent beam energy modulation

in the injected beam.

2,6,4 '(Box balance"

"Box balance" scans at'e calibration runs, conducted every 1-3 days during

regular data taking, designed to minimize the systematic effect of correlated

intensity modulation. The scans investigate the sensitivity of the parity appa-

latus to enhanced CIlt4 (introduced via the photoneutralization laser) over a

lange of DC voltage levels, corresponding to different settings of the fine gain,

9, of the TRIC1 preamp output.

Figure 2.24 shoivs a graph of a typical box balance scan. This particular

scan was taken at the beginning of the Julg8 data run. Each data point

represents roughly 5 minutes of data acquisition time.

The box balance scans are taken rvith unpolarized beam and tvith the

injection line feedback loops on, tvhich maintains the nominal beam intensity

at 200 nA. These scans are important to conduct as the sensitivity of the

parity appa'r-atus to CIlt4 varies rvith changing beam conditions, and operating

the subtraction module at the ideal DC level l'ill minimize the net svstematic

error in the measulement of ,4,.

2.6.5 Position feedback loop

The position feedback system locks the beam on the neutral axis and minimizes

false analyzing porver by reducing the amplitude of oscillations of the beam

about this axis. The feedback system also allorvs for small modifications to the

neutral axis beam position to be made, online, prior to individual data runs.
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1.5

1.0

srope = 4.41844174E-O1 +/- 4.264ß5A48-O2
DC(o) = -2513436tJ +/- r.J1so9634Ê-o1 v
chisq/dof = 9.18149288E-Ol
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- 1,0
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Figure 2.24: A typical bor balance cali,brati,on scl.n, taken d,uring the JutgB d.ata

run. The plot sh,ows the sensitiuitg of the TRIC d.i,fference signal to CIM as

a Junction of the subtractor bon DC leuel. The data were taken with CIM of

approximately 0.7Va. This Ttarticular scan gaue an id,eal DC leuel of -2.6V Jor
zero sensittuity to CIM.

The beam position is stabilized by sending position corrections to the trvo

ferrite core steering magnets (FCSMs). Each FCSM can steer the beam in the

horizontal and veltical directions using fouÌ sets of steering coils (H1,V1,H2

and V2). The correction signals are processed by a custom built, dedicated,

pulsed integlating feedback arnplifi er' (PIFA).

The PIFA is a single rvidth NIM module rvhich integrates the error signals

from the beam centroid evaluå,tor (BCE). The BCE forms an analog voltage

signal, proportional to the position of the beam centroid on the IPM strips,

by using a cornbination of summing amplifiers and analog dividers. The BCE

signals ale integrated over an entire event pair in order to reduce high frequency

noise pickup from the target pump and beâm position instability.
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PIFA alternates betrveen integrating loop 1 (Hl and V1) and loop 2 (H2

and V2). A change in integration from one loop to the other is triggered by

a negative going NIM signal at the ¡ear panel ,,trigger', input of the pIFA

module. When a negative trigger is received, PIFA sends thè output signal to

the f¡ont panel of the module and srvitches integration to the loop it is not

integrating at the time of the trigger. The PIFA is gated to the IpM/TRIC
integration peliod so that beam scatter caused by the rotating ppM blades

rvill not affect the coÌrection signal.

The PIFA conection signals are sent to the FCSMs duting the dead time

at the end of the last substate of an event pair (every 400 ms). Because the

feedback loop makes corrections to the nominal beam position at the end of

an event pair, the system does not correct helicity-correlated modulation of

beam positior.r.

In addition to the above features, the DC level inputs on the pIFA module

can be used to cteate an etrhanced cohelent beam position modulation by

applying a squale rvave voltage bias in phase rvith the spin flip. The helicity-

colrelâted beam position modulation studies-usually conducted once or twice

during a foulleek data run-allorv for. a systematic study of the sensitivity

of the pârity appalatus to coherent modulations of the beam position about

the neutral axis position. The steer.ing magnets, rvhich a¡e rvired in normal

data taking mode so that deflections of the beam position in the vertical and

horizontal dilections can be made independently, can be re-rvired in quadrupole

mode thus creating a controlled, helicity-correlated, change in beam size (beam

breathing).

Unfortunately, because the FCSMs ate used to cteate an artificially en-

hanced beam breathing, the beam position can not be properly stabilized dur-

ing the beam size modulation study. It rvill be seen in the next chapter that the

sensitivity of the parity appat'atus to beam breathing can not be sufficiently
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dete¡mined to collect the main parity data for the efect of this systematic

error.

The follorving chapter rvill present the final result of this analysis of the

TRIUMF E497 pality experiment.



Chapter 3

8497 data analysis and results
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3.1 Introduction

This analysis of the parity experiment is based on three major data runs, each

approximately one month long in duration, acquired betrveen February 1g97

and June 1999. These runs tepÌesent the culmination of fifteen years of ex-

perimental effort. The effort includes many shor.ter. test runs .*'hen systematic

ellors \\¡eÌe studied and techniques rvere developed to minimize these errors.

TIle anal),sis of these data focuses on developing techniques to t¡eat all the

major data runs in a consistent manner.

Duling each ofthe major data runs, only halfofthe running time is spent on

investigating the parity violating component of the proton-pr.oton interaction.

The othel half of the lunning time is spent on tune-up and systematic err.or

calibrations.

T\rning at OPPIS is done to minimize the systematic effect of beam energy

and intensity rnodulations. Also, investigations of the sensitivity of the parity

apparatus to coherent modulations of beam position, beam size, and transverse

moments of polarization are conducted at interleaved periods of data taking.

As discussed in section 2.6.1, to cancel the net effect of coherent beam energy

modulation, the beam line helicity is per.iodically leversed. This requires re-

tuning of the beam line magnets. Beam line helicity revelsal is perfor.med

approximately every three da¡'s o¡ Ouru acquisition time. The amount of data

acquired in each beam line helicity produces a measuÌement of the analj'zi¡g

porver rvith a rarv statistical elror bar of roughly ll.2 x 70-7.

The process of refining the analysis began *'ith the latest data set (May99).

The technique dei'eloped ivas extended to the other trvo data sets (Febg7 and

Jul98), and this required a more general tleatment of data quality cuts and

of estimation of systematic error sensitivities. The process became iterative

as each data set presented nerv challenges and called for a refinement in the
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method of analysis. There ate three stages in the analysis process: (i) per'-

folming data quality cuts on the rarv data to remove spulious events; (ii)

conducting caliblation tests; and (iii) application of systematic er.ror. correc-

tions to the measured analyzing porver. These procedur.es and the final result

of the analysis are presented in this chapter. A brief description of each of the

major data runs is plesented in the follorving section.

3,2 Summary of data runs

3.2.1,

The Feb97 data lun ran from 12 February 1997 through 12 N4ar.ch 1997. Eight

sets of data rvele acquired ri'ith a total rarv asymmetry statistical error of

approxirnatel¡, 0.5 x 10-7.

The Feb97 run is the first majol lun that is included in this analysis of the

results of the expeliment. Ol'el ttvo hundred polarized data runs t'ere acquired

in total. Data rvere taken in all four Wien filter./beam line configurations.

Feb97 Set 8 data rvere tahen rvith a 2.5ffi stripping foil (see section 2.1.2).

This foil, of the same length and rvidth, replaced the 5ffi stlipping foil rvhich

rvas used throughout the first seven sets of Feb97. In addition to using a

different stripping foil for Set B, it is seen that the set likely has a significantly

diffelent first moment sensitivity. For these reasons) Set 8 is not included in

the final anal¡'sis. AII data taken during FebgT rvere acquired using IPM3 in

fast feedback mode.

The Feì¡97 r'un is the only major data run ¡vhich used IPN43 in fast feedback

mode. Because of this fact, it is difficult to calibrate and estimate systematic

uncertainty to coherent beam position and beam size modulations as rvell as

extrinsic first moments of polarization. The difficulty arises in comparison of

Feb97
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the beam position and size during the Feb97 run versus the Jul98 and Maygg

luns t'hich used IPN.{2 in fast feedback mode. For comparison putposes} mea-

surements taken at IPM3 during the Feb97 run have been projected backrvard

along the 4A/2 beam line to the position of IPN42. Beam position measure-

ments used in the calculation of extlinsic moments must be projected to the

PPMs. These projections increase the uncertainty associated rvith system-

atic erroÌ couections. The effect on the distribution of the systematic error

correction can be seen in section 3.6.1.

The Feb97 run has been independently analysed and presented as the focus

of a Ph.D. thesis [2]. The result of that analysis was a measuÌement of A" :
(0.33+0.56(súot.)+0.34(s9st.))x 10-7. The largest systematic error correction

to these data rvas for the systematic effect of intrinsic first moment (øPr).

Unfortunately, s'ork t'as not completed on the systernatic effect ofbeam energ¡,

modulation during the plevious anålysis.

3.2.2

The Jul98 data run ran from 20 July 1998 through 21 August 1gg8. Nine

sets of data s'ele acquired rvith a total rari' asymmetry statistical error of

approximately 0.4 x 10-7.

The Jul98 data run is, statistically, the largest major run that is included

in this analysis of the pality experiment. Nearly three hundled polarized data

runs lveÌe acquired in total. Data rvere taken in the + Wien filter setting. AII

sets rvele acquited using IPM2 in fast feedback mode. The asymmetry data

were taken ivith a 2.5ff stripping foil.

The Jul98 data run includes the most comprehensive online calibration of

the effect of helicity-corlelated beam energy modulation. Nearly 30 energy

modulation calibration runs \rrere conducted and over 60 measurements of the

JuI98
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intrinsic energy rnodulation at OPPIS rvere taken. it4ost of the asymmetry

data tvere acquiled tvith beam energy modulation compensation applied at

the source.

In an attempt to leduce the intrinsic first moment sensitivity based on rvhat

had been inferred from the Feb97 data, the geometric beam size convetgence

rvas set to 0.85 in c and gr. Unfortunately, the intrinsic first moment sensitivity

found from dilect legression (section 3.5.3) is not consistent in both beam line

helicities, and this apploach did not result in zero sensitivity to the intrinsic

fir'st moment.

3.2.3 Mag99

The May99 data run ran from 19 À4ay 1999 through 23 June 1999. The

five *'eek N4ay99 data lurÌ \\'as successful, and approximately three rveeks of

usable data rvele obtai¡red. A 1.4# stlipping foil rvas used throughout the

data lun. Seven sets of data *'ere acquired rvith a rarv statistical e¡ror of

approximately 0.4 x 10-7 in the measured asymmetry. Statistical variation of

the rarl'asymmetly duling the May99 run is approximately 20% noisier than

the previous Jul9B data lun. The cause of the instability is unknown, and a

careful exarnination of the beam parameters is undertaken in the analysis of

this and all majol data runs.

Based on conclusions drari'n from earlier data runs [31], the geometric size

convergence of the beam was set to 0.86 and 0.80, in ø and gr, respectively, in

an attempt to elirninate sensitivity to intrinsic first moments. Although not

eliminated, a reduction of the intlinsic first moment sensitivity-rvith respect

to previous data runs-*'as achieved.
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3.3 Data reduction

This thesis u'ill lefer to three distributions of analyzing porver.: ,41", 'rvhich

is the measuled rat' asymmetry multiplied by beam line helicity before beam

quality cuts, Af,"d"""d vhich is the uncorrected analyzing porver after beam

quality cuts, and Lf;" rvliich is the final result after beam quality cuts and

systematic error colrections. Future reference to the three distributions rvill

imply the total distribution of the combination of the thr.ee major data runs

(Feb97, Jul98 and À4ay99) unless otherrvise stated. In addition, sets 1-7 t'ill
refer to sets 1-7 of the FebgT r'un, sets 8-16 tvill refer to sets 1-9 of the Jul98

run, and sets 17-23 rvill refer to sets 1-7 of the Maygg run. Thus, the final

parity data set, hereafter refelled to as the gland set, consists of 23 sets of

asymmetry data.

Trvelve sets of the gland set $¡ere acquiled in (Wien filter',beam line tune)

configulation (+,+); S in (+,-); 1in (-,+); and 1in (-,-). Over 3.8 million

event pails rvere recorded to tape rvith slightly more than half taken in + beam

line helicity. In all, 375 polarized runs wet'e taken in positive beam line helicity

and 368 r'uns \\¡ere taken in negative beam line helicity. In addition to these

polarized data luns, calibration runs conducted during the acquisition of the

grand set nurnber 80 position modulation runs, 81 size modulation runs, 42

energy modulation runs, and 109 neutlal axis scans. AII runs were recorded

on magnetic tape and ¡>rocessed via the offiine NOVA leduction routine. In

the remainder of this thesis, the Feb97 data run may sometimes be treated as

an independent subset of the grand set. This rvas done because data acquired

during the Jul98 and Nilay99 data runs used IPN42 in fast feedback mode, in

contrast to the Feb97 data run rvhich used iPM3 in fast feedback mode.
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3.3.1- Raw analyzing power

Table 3.1 summalizes tlte ras'analyzing po*'er and the reduced chi-squared

of the 23 sets: Af,o' : (1.43 + 0.22) x 70-7. The uncertainty of ,4!o. is the

standard error estimated fi'om the statistical distribution of the event pairs.

Figure 3.1 shorvs the distribution of rarv analyzing polver as a function of set.

The large value of teduced chi-squared, X7:11.3, suggests that one or more

significant systemâtic errors are present rvithin the rarv analyzing porver. The

remaindel of this chapter focuses on removing spurious events in the data

stleam as l'ell as applying systematic erro¡ corrections to improve confidence

in the final lesult. The next section tvill discuss the timecuts process rvhich is

the first data leduction procedure implemented to improve data quality.

I

1ÌlI

I

Feb97 Jul98

I

Moy99

Figure 3.1: Ai"- as a functi.on of set. The raw analyzing pouer, measured

i,n units oJ 10-7, duràng the FebgT d.ata run is 7.45 ! 0.52; d,uring the JutgS

data run is 1.64 È 0.32; and during the Maygg d,ata run is 0.90 I0.39. The

reduced chi-squared of the 23 sets is17.3 which suggests one or more signi,f,cant

systematic errors occurred, d,uring the measurement of the raw analyzing pouer.
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Set,(\\¡ien fr Iter,beam line) Aiau (70-7) 2-events

1,(+,+ - 5.27 + 2.72 91,834

2,(+,- 5.78 + 1.30 221,066

3,(+,+ -4.69 + 1.50 140,468

4,(+,- 7.29 + 1.44 134,54t

5,(+,+) -2.84 + 1.51 123,851

6,(-,+ -2.55 + 7.07 2r3,246

7 ,(-,- 6.09 + 1.13 17t,494

8,(+,+ -0.42 + 0.87 205,437

OlL 2.32 + 1,.47 74,728

10, (+,+ 0.47 + 0.88 i85,003

r1,(+,- 4.80 + 0.90 163,406

72,(+,+ 1.06 + 1.05 r35,967

13' (+,- 3.02 + 0.88 185,i43

14,(+,+ 1.31 + 1.00 158,702

15,(+,- 1.93 + 0.77 229,885

16, (+,+ -1.60 + 1.50 80,254

17,(+,+ 1.42 + 0.99 198,785

18'(+'- -0.65 + 0.88 272,475

1e, (+ + 6.12 + 1.03 206,388

20,(+,- 2.00 + 0.97 244,873

21,(+,+ 3.31 + 0.94 227,274

-1.55 + 1.03 t57,219

23,(+,+) -14.62 + L.75 62,130

Average (¡l) 1.43 + 0.22 (11.3) 3,874,801

(+,+) 0.56 + 0.33 1,806,845

(+, -) 2.32 +0.33 1,683,216

(-,+) -2.55 + t.07 2r3,246

(- -) 6.09 + 1.13 t7r,494

Table 3.1: Summary of sets of Af,"-. See Figure 3.1 Jor a graphi,cal d,isplay of

these data.



3.3.2 T,imecuts

The measurement of A" is palticular.y susceptible to ac noise and pickup from

the ion chambers due to the fact that the TRICs ar.e oper.ated in current mode.

The ac noise appeaÌs as enhanced tvidth of the digiiized ,4, distribution.

A reduction plocedure rvas designed to reduce and categor.ize the statistical

sample of as¡'mrnetry data. TIle procedure is called the ti,mecuts process; this

is a subjective test in I'hich continuous blocks of asymmetry data are rejected.

The decision to ÌeÌrove blocks of data is based on rvhether the subtr.actor box

output had become anomalously noisy-rvith respect to the run as a tvhole-

indicating a sudden change to the experimental conditions.

The timecuts plocedure essentially consists of categor.izing, on a run-by-run

basis, the quality of the asymmetly data. This is accomplished by grouping

the data into one of trvo categolies: "good" or "bad". Figure 3.2 shorvs a typ-

ical time plot of subtractor noise for a "good" and "bad,, run. The standar.d

deviation of the digitized ion chamber difference signal, denoted by o"o", is

calculated for consecutive bundles of 50 event pairs. Deciding ivhich group a

particular run should be placed in is determined from a visual check of the

statistical spread of the asymmetry signal along the time axis. The choice of

50 event pairs per bundle should enable identification of changing beam condi-

tions ovel a 20 second timescale-or longer-u'hile ensuring that the standard

error of ø"o, is approximately four standard deviations from zero. At this level

of statistical resolution, systematic variation of the asymmetr.y data becomes

clearly identifiable; as the figure sholvs. The timecuts process was first imple-

mented fol the analysis of the Maygg run. To ensute â consistent treatment

of the grand set, the process has been applied to all three major data runs.

A total of 46 runs have been placed in the "bad" category and removed

from the grand set. Many of the "bad" runs are short-parity collaborators

likely noticed degenerating beam conditions online and took corrective actions.
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These runs represent a small portion of the grand set and no significant loss of

statistics results fi'om their removal. The entile process reduced the rarv data

sample by only a feri' percent.

Because of the varying beam quality and detector noise conditions during

the ùlay99 data lun-even after the timecuts procedure is applied-rveighted

averages s'ere used in evaluating beam palameter values and ,4, values.

\\¡eighting each data bundle by 1f o2 gave less rveight to blocks of data rvhich

had large statistical uncertainty. By using the method of rveighted averages on

the grand set, further compensation fol time varying changes in o"r" is made.

Data reduction to implove the quality of the beam parameteÌ distributions is

exploled in the follorving section.

3.3.3 Beam quality cuts

Beam quality cuts âre placed on all major beam properties. This is done to

minimize systematic erlol in the estimate of the false ânalyzing porver tvhich

is subtracted fi'om the main signal. During the Feb97 run, sparks in one of

the IPlt43 foil pachs created the appearance of large excursions of the beam

from its polarization neutral axis. This may have led to anomalously large

false corlections if the data stream $'ere not treated carefully [2]. Table 3.2

summarizes the acceptance r¡'indorvs for each of the parameters considered for

beam qualit¡' cuts during the analysis.

There ale trvo types of beam quality cuts: hard cuts and soft cuts. Hard

cuts on a beam parameter reject all event pairs that contain measurements

of the beam palameter rvhich are outside of an acceptance t'indorv. The soft

cuts remove events, using a nine stage iterative process, outside of three stan-

dard deviations of the beam parameter centloid. Hard cuts on the beâm size

distribution are placed on the centroids of the beam size and are applied indi-

vidually for the Feb97, Jul98, and May99 runs. Hard cuts on the neutral axis



Beam Parameter Acceptance Windorv

Neutral axis ø, g 40.3 mm

Avg IP\4 positions *3a (soft)

o¡, Çg t 1.0 mm

IPM skerv *0.2 mm

Intensity 196-204 nA

Intrinsic À4oments *3.0 mm

Table 3.2: Summary of d,ata red,uction cuts. Eüept lor the beam i,ntensity, the

center of the acceptance uindow for each of the parz,rneters is the measured

centroid of the beam pz,ralneter d.i,stri,bution. The hard, cuts are wid,e enough to

i,nclud,e at least four standard, deuiations for each of the beam parameters.

positions aÌe centered on the 'heutt'al axis". Further hard cuts, on the beam

sheiv and intlinsic first rnoments, aÌe mainlJ' precautionary and are centered

orì zero sl(ewness and 0 mm, Ìespectively. All soft cuts are applied individually

for the Feb97, Jul98, and Ma¡,99 ¿uru .unr.

Other quality cuts

Occasionally duling data-taking, a run may lack a polaÌized beam or may

be subjected to unstable bearn conditions in the cyclottoù *'hich rvere not

obseÌ\'ed online. TheÌe may be any numbet' of other systematic errors in the

Ìun \\¡hich may justify exclusion of the datâ once investigations of each run al.e

made offiine. The gland set $'as carefully checked and Ìeduced by eliminating

candidate data runs taken rvith sput'ious beam conditions.

The entire data leduction process reduced the size of tìre grand set by 30%.

The process significantly increased the quality of the data sample, rvhich can

be seen in the follorving section.
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3.3.4 Reduced data set

The reduced data sample includes all runs categorized as "good" by the time-

cuts procedure. The results are shorvn in Table 3.3i A','du""d: (1.55 + 0.27) x

10-7. Data quality is improved as suggested by the change in Xl from 11.3 to

5.48. A helicity dependent offset of *0.3 x 10-7 exists in the reduced data, as

compared to tlte ral,data rvhich contained an offset of t0.5 x 10-7. The error

estimates are calculated from the standard errol of the mean of the dist¡ibu-

tion on a set by set basis. The average quantities are rveighted averages of the

set data. Figure 3.3 shorvs the reduced analyzing power as a function of set.

I
,,1

Feb97 Jul98 Moy99

Figure 3.3: ¡r"educed o, a functr,on oJ set. Noti,ce the improuement oJ the data

quaLitg once rlata red,ucti,on cuts haue been àmplemented,. The red,uced, analyzing

power, measured, zn uni,ts of L0-7 , during the Feb97 d.ata run is 1.52 * 0.55;

rluri.ng the Jul98 data run is L56 L 0.39; and, d,uring the Maggg data run is

1.56 + 0.49. Th,e red,uced, chi-squared oJ the 23 sets is 5.18 whi,ch suggests one

or '¡nore signi,ficant sgstemat'i,c errors etist within the reduced analyz'ing pouer.
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Set Aredüced (t0_7 ) 2-events

1 -2.88 + 2.96 79,247

2 5.69 + 1.39 195,364

3 -4.43 + r.72 105,557

4 7.35 + 1.53 117,815

5 -2.86 + 1.57 774,377

6 -2.50 + 7.72 193,989

7 5.70 + 1,.21 150,106

I - 1.31 + 1.54 66,653

I 2.6t + r.48 67,409

10 0.01 r.09 t18,274

11 4.79 + 7.05 119,531

L2 1.18 + 1.19 104,276

13 .68 + 1.07 722,648

L4 1.29 + 1.11 125,672

I5 2.24 + 0.85 184,587

l6 -5.13 + 2.13 37,860

L7 1.56 f 1.32 r15,246

18 -0.62 + 0.96 221 ,423

19 4.84 + 1.23 139,631

20 2.16 + 1.77 t47 ,932

2t 3.27 + 7.62 70,026

- 1.55 + 1.33 95,260

7.62 + 2.63 24,469

Average (xl) 1.55 + 0.27 (5.48) 2,7I7,352

(+) 1.20 + 0.40 t,251,394

(-) 1.84 + 0.36 1,465,958

Table 3.3: Summarg of sets of Af,d"""d. See F,igure 3.3 for a graphicl,l d,i,spla7

of these data.
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3.3.5 Beam parameters

A beam propetty is a characteristic of the beam, such as the beam size. A

beam palameter is defined as the value of a beam ptoperty measured at a

particular monitor in the parity beam line. An example of a beam parameter

is Ao",: the helicity-colrelated modulation of the beam size as determined

from the standard deviation of the beam intensity distribution-along the u-

axis-rneasured at IPil41. Beam parametels are used to estimate systematic

error sensitivities and corrections.

Helicity-corlelated beam parameters can introduce systematic shifts to the

measured analyzing pori'er. Helicity-correlated beam parameter.s include beam

position and size modulations, beam intensity and energy modulations, and

transvelse polarization compoÌìents.

All helicit)-correlated beam properties must arise at the ion source. These

modulations can be enhanced by the cyclotron and beam transport systems,

resulting in cohelent modulations of beam position, energy and size at the tar-

get. Coherent modulations of the beam position and size are coupled to a path

length change through the ion chambers thus producing a false asymmetry.

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 display helicit)-correlated beam position and size mea-

sulements for the Feb97 data run, and combined Jul98 and lt4aygg data runs,

respectively. It is important to re-iterate that IPi\43 rvas used in fast feedback

mode for the Feb97 data run. This fact makes a dilect compar.ison of all beam

position and size measuLements taken thloughout the gland set impossible.

Multiple scatteÌing upstream of IPM3, together rvith AC noise picked up from

talget and pump vibrations, increased the uncertainty of beam position mea-

surements at IP\43 (in relation to measurements at IPM2); hence, the feedback

loops and ovelall beam stability rvere much worse during tlie Feb97 data ¡un.

This can be seen in the increased statistical uncertainty of measurements taken

during the Feb97 data run. Table 3.6 summarizes the other helicity-correlated
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beam parameters of the grand set rvhich can be combined into one dâta set.

Figure 3.4 displays the measuled intrinsic first moments as a function of set.

Wien filte¡ + Wien filter -
Parameter Beam line * Beam line - Beam line + Beam line -
Lo,,(nm) 119 + 49 -r37 + 43 -101 + 59 8+48

Ao,"(nm) 65+79 -156 * 76 -110 + 118 -45 + 91

Lor,(nm) 126 + 44 -272 + 44 -36 + 54 4t +. 45

Lo,,"(nm) 81 +75 -200 + 72 -54 + t16 -11 + 84

Lx1(nm) 19+28 -34 + 40 óöÍJO

L4(nm) -30 + 34 -40 + 34 10+46 4+37

A.y1(nrn) -46 + 26 89+27 -7+33 -70 + 27

A.s(nm) -27 + 36 -12 + 33 24+55 -78 + 43

Table 3.4: Summary of heLtcity-correlated, beam posi.tion and size lor the FebgT

data run. Tlrc table only incLudes coh,erent beam position and, si,ze n¿od,ulz,tions

related, to the positi,ons ol IPMl and IPM3.

Averaged beam palameters are propelties of the beam n'hich ar.e avel.aged

over both spin states. These ¡rarameters include beam position and size, beam

intensity and enelgy, and longitudinal polarization. Although average beam

pârameters can not create a false asymmetry, they can be adjusted to minimize

the sensitivity of the appaÌatus to helicity-correlated modulations of beam

parameters. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 display the averaged beam parameters for the

Feb97 data run, and combined Jul98 and May99 data runs, respectively.
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Wien frlter *
PaÌameter Beam line + Beam line -
do,, (nm) -17 + 38 0+35

Ao."(nm) 8+8

Lor,(nm) -6+37 1+35

A,o,,"(nm) t7 +7 -ó/ - o

Ar¡(nm) t+74 -1+ 6

Lt2(nm) 7+ 11 -9+5
Ay 1(nm) 17+11 3+8
Ly2(nm) 16+10 2+7

Table 3.5: Summary of lrcli.ci,ty-correlated beam position and si,ze Jor the com-

bined Jul98 and May99 d,ata runs. The table only includes coherent beam

position and size moduLati.ons related, to the positions of IPML and IPML.
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Wien Filte¡ * Wien Filter -
Pa¡amete¡ Beam li¡re * Beam line - Beâm line + Beam line -

Ieduæd(70_7) 0.65 + 0.42 2.34 + 0.38 -2.50 * 1.t2 5.70 + 1.21.

spin off A, 0.58 + 1.09 1.14 + 0.99 -0.26 + 2.44 0.77 *.2.74

P,(10-4) -3.2 + 0.9 8.3 + 0.8 0.5 + 2.1 6.7 + 2.3

P,(10-') 7.6 + 0.9 18.1 + 0.8 -5.7 t 2.2 -8.2 +2.4

y7 + P.(ptn) 0.02 + 0.01 -0.06 + 0.01 -0.02 + 0.02 -0.03 + 0.01

uz + P.(pm) 0.12 + 0.03 -0.30 + 0.03 -0.01 + 0.06 -0.17 + 0.06

q * PuQrm) -0.04 + 0.0i -0.08 + 0.01 0. i2 + 0.04 0.12 + 0.04

a2 x Pr(pm) -0.15 + 0.04 -0.37 + 0.04 0.46 + 0.18 0.65 + 0.20

(yP.)(t' ) 15.3 + 0.7 - 10.3 + 0.7 - 1.5 + 1.5 -3.9 + i.9

(rPr)(pm) t2.5 + 0.7 - 13.6 + 0.7 13.8 + 1.6 -30.3 + 1.8

t\I /I(ppm) -28 + I 52t1 53+2 -42 +2

LE (estimated,) 3-20 meV

Table 3.6: Summary of helicàtg-correløted, beam pa,ro.m,eters of the grand, set.

Except for spin off 4", systematic error correct¿ons to the reduced analgzi,ng

pouer are calcuLated using measurements of the parameters in the table. In-

tensi,ty modulàtion is measured. at TRIC1.



Wien filte¡ * Wien filte¡ -
PalameteÌ Beam line + Beam line - Beam line + Beam line -
o.,(tnm) 5.0654 + 0.0002 5.0618 * 0.0003 5.07i9 r 0.0003 5.1547 + 0.0002

or"(mm) 6.0365 + 0.0002 6.0765 + 0.0002 6.0786 + 0.0002 6.2569 + 0.0002

o ur(mtrt) 5.1094 + 0.0003 5.1010 + 0.0003 5.1335 + 0.0004 5. i878 + 0.0003

oo"(mm) 5.9205 + 0.0002 6.0251 + 0.0002 5.8818 + 0.0002 6.0616 + 0.0002

x7(mm) 0.018 + 0.000 0.002 + 0.000 -0.030 + 0.000 -0.012 + 0.000

xs(mm) - i.762 + 0.000 -1.774 + 0.000 - 1.827 + 0.000 - 1.827 + 0.000

v1(mm) -0.010 + 0.000 0.002 + 0.000 -0.014 + 0.000 -0.003 + 0.000

ys(mm) -0.723 + 0.000 -0.707 + 0.000 -0.617 + 0.000 -0.621 + 0.000

Intensity (nA) 199.9 + 0.0 200.0 + 0.0 200.0 + 0.0 200.0 + 0.0

P" (%\ 77

Table 3.7: Summar'¡1 of aueraged beam parameters of the FebgT d,ata run. P"

'is th,e longitudznaL beam polarization, see section 3.6.3.

Wien filter +

ParâmeteÌ Beam line + Beam Iine

o.,(mrn) 5.0518 + 0.0004 5.1108 + 0.0004

o,.(mm) 4.3130 + 0.0004 4.3660 + 0.0003

o rr(tnrn) 5.0486 + 0.0004 5.0706 + 0.0004

o rr(rntn) 4.1907 + 0.0003 4.2122 + 0 .0003

a¡(mrn) 0.001 + 0.000 0.002 + 0.000

x2(mm) -0.005 + 0.000 -0.026 + 0.000

At(mnl) 0.006 + 0.000 0.004 + 0.000

yz(**) -0.241 + 0.000 -0.248 + 0.000

Intensity (nA) 200.4 + 0.0 200.3 + 0.0

P, (%) 74+2

Table 3,8: Summary of aueraged, beam parameters of the combined Jul98 and.

May99 rlata runs. Pz is the longi,tud,inal beam polarizat'ion, see section 3.6.3.
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3.4 External calibrations

3.4.L Modulation calibrations at OPPIS

There exist naturally occulring helicity-correlated beam parameters rvhich ar.e

produced at the optically pumped polarized ion source. Rigorous tuning of the

source can minimize thêse modulations. Calibration studies of the systematic

effect of these intlinsic properties of the sour.ce are important to conduct and

can be done b;' purposely enhancing the modulations.

Helicity-correlated modulations artificially enhanced at the ion source pro-

duce false analyzing effects ri4rich can be monitored at the tar.get. The sys-

tematic effect of position modulation at the source has been shorvn to be an

order of magnitude smaller than the effect of beam energy modulation. Beam

position modulation at the soulce is also expected to be str.ongly corlelated to

beam position and size modulations dos'nstream in beam line 4A12. It rvill be

seen in section 3.6.5 that a systematic error in the measurement of ,4, arising

from colrelent modulations of the beam position and size in beam line 4A12

is insignificant in relation to tlte statistical uncertainty in the measurement of

4". For these trvo Ìeasons, the systematic effect of beam position modulations

at the source are not corrected in tlie measulement of .4.,.

Intensity modulation

As discussed in chapter 2, the ion source injection line contains a dedicated

photoneutralization laser capable of producing enhanced CIli4 for diagnostic

purposes. The data acquisition timing system is set so that 10 % of TRIC

integration tirne is devoted to calibrating the effect of enhanced CIM. Figure

3.5 shou's typical enhauced CIM data fi'om a run taken during the May99 data

tun.
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Figure 3.5: CIM data taken tlurtng run 6559 (Maygg d.ata run). The plot

shows a h,,istogram oJ the measured asynxrnetrA to ff during the CIM mod,e of

run 6559. Data ltaue been etclud.ed. for whi,ch ILI I Il < 0.06 %. The mean

sensiti,uity for these d,ata is (227 +.97) x 10-7 l%.

The false anal)'zing porvel produced by helicity-correlated modulations of

beam intensity is given by [2]

^1 
lA-\LA,:-x(xi)r \-T / ctu

(31)

rvhere the subscript CIN4 indicates that onlS' data taken during the enhanced

CIM mode of the data acquisition is used in the calculation. The term in ( )

represents the average (A"l+) for all CIN4 event pairs measured during each

month-long lun. While the subtractor box is periodically tuned to minimize

the sensitivity to CII\4 as described in section 2.6.4, a small but significant

sensitivity remains in the data, rvhich must be corrected for this effect.

During CiM data-taking, it is possible to lose enhanced f due to misalign-

ment of the CIM laser ri'hich causes the calibration data to become statistically

uncertain. Because of the possibility of a misalignment, the CIM data have

been reduced by excluding data for ri'hich lÀf/I1 < 0.06 %. Table 3.9 displays
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the lesults of the CIM data analysis.

Set Sensitivity (10-7 /Yo) CIM events x7

t-7 36+19 83,636 1.00

8-16 138+8 106,520 1.00

t7-23 73+11 90,955 1.00

Au 86+7 281,111 1.00

Table 3.9: S ensiti,aiti,es to ff . The sensiti,uities are d,etermi,ned, by aaeraging

CIM data for which abs(ff) > 0.06 %. The sensi,ti,ui,ty d,etermi,ned, by aueraging

all of the CIM d,ata from the grand, set i,s sh,own for purposes of comparison.

The d,ata runs are corrected separatelg using their corresponding sensiti,uiti,es.

The total sllstematic error correction applxed, to the grand, set is (0.18 + 0.02) x

70-7 .

Coherent energy modulation

One of the lalgest contlibutors to systematic unceltainty in this experiment is

helicity correlated eneÌgy modulation. The lielicity-correlated energy modula-

tion AE can not be determined simultaneously rvith parity data taking, but

must be obtained frorn interleaved diagnostic measurements at the ion souÌce.

This section describes a leasonable estimate for this systematic error. The

sensitivity to intrinsic enelgy modulation is expressed as:

LA": ¡¿68, (3.2)

rvhere Að is coherent energy modulation at the source and 4.,4, is the resultant

false analyzing polver measured at the target.

Trventy-eight eneÌgy modulation calibration runs tvere conducted at inter-

leaved periods of data.-taking during the Jul98 data run. Fourteen additional

runs were taken during the May99 data run and 13 runs during the Feb97 data
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Ìun. In each case, 100-1000 mev of peak to peak helicity-corÌelated eneÌ.gy

modulation ivas applied to the 3 keV beam at the source using the method

described in the plevious chapter.

During the calibration runs, the beam is unpolar.ized. Othe¡ false effects

corlelated rvith energy modulation can be cotrected independently. In particu-

lar, intensity modulation contlibutes a relatively large false asymmetry in the

calibration data. Helicity-corlelated beam position and size modulations (in

beam line 4A/2) s,erc found to be consistent rvith zero and are not corrected

for in the caliblation data. The caliblation data are fit using the method of

least squares and on a run by lun basis to the follorving equation:

LA":¡1+*, f
l'here À.4, is the false analyzing porver and f is tne correlated intensity mod-

ulation measured during the calibration run. The sensitii'ity ø is determined

from the fitted palametels as:

(3.4)

Tables 3.10 and 3.11 summarize the results of the least squares fits. The

uncertainties of the ¿,,' values ale determined from the systematic uncertaint5',

ôb, of the offset in the linear' fit. Figure 3.6 shorvs the lau' and corrected

calibration clata fol runs taken in * beam line tune during the Jul98 data run.

The measured effect of energy modulation during the va¡ious calibration runs

is roughly the same magnitude as the systematic error correction due to f.
Similar behaviour is seen in - beam line tune and in other data sets. Table

3.12 summarizes the results of the calibration studies tvhen bundled according

to beam line lielicity.

The fluctuations seen in the calibrated sensitivities are likely due to small

differences in beam tune arising after beam line helicity reversal. The different

beam tunes can alte¡ the particle distribution in the tails of the beam. These

(3.3)

l)

AE
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Beam line +

Run LE(ev) u(t0-7 leV) Run LE(eV) u(10-7 leV)
2638 0.47 50+51 5970 -0.5 68+16

2936 0.5 -277 + 59 6007 - 0.5 t55 + 21

2038 0.1 -79 + 132 6145 -0.25 46+25

2939 0.25 -414 + 130 6146 - 0.5 65+13

3315 0.2 -70 + 40 6184 -0.25 113 + 37

JJD / 0.5 -35 +22 6185 - 0.5 744 + 28

3368 0.2 4+50 6553 -1.0 26*5
5602 -0.5 101 + 18 6591 - 1.0 18+14

õI¿'Z - 0.5 722 + t6 7034 1.0 97 +72

577 5 - 0.5 58+19 7036 1.0 75+t4
5782 -0.5 175 +22 7119 1.0 27 +tl
5819 - 0.5 r29 + 20 7t7 t t.0 20+72

5836 -0.5 7l+75 7182 -1.0 49+10

5845 - 0.5 79+15 7193 -1.0 38+11

5967 - 0.5 78+42

Table 3.10: S ensi,tiuities to LE (at OPPß) i,n I beam line tune. Cali,bration

rurc 2638-3368 are cond,ucted during the FebgT d,ata run, runs 5602-6185 are

cond,ucted during th.e Jul98 data run, the rernl.inder ol the runs are cond.ucted,

during the Mag99 data run.



Beam line -
Run t\E(elr) u(10-? /eV) Run AE(ev) w(10-7 /eV)
2836 0.48 -180 + 54 6061 - 0.5 -13 a 16

2872 0.48 90+69 6089 -0.5 110 + 18

3034 0.2 27 +34 6229 -0.25 -47 + 24

3035 0.I 6230 - 0.5 3 + 11

3040 0.1 190 + 214 6259 -0.25 42+21

3268 o.2 11 +34 6260 -0.5 9+14

5666 - 0.5 -63 + 21 6304 -0.25 -29 + 32

5670 -0.5 -43 + 16 6714 1.0 -58 + 11

5912 - 0.5 -76 + 15 6741 1.0 -3t7
5935 - 0.5 -55 * 15 6901 1.0 -74 + 74

5970 -0.5 -68 + 16 7220 -1.0 5 +7
6007 -0.5 -155 + 21 7221 -1.0 -3+8
6024 - 0.5 -774 + t7 -1.0 -68 + 1l

Table 3.11: Sensi.tiuiti,es to LE (at OPPIS) àn - beam li,ne tune. Calibration

runs 2836-3268 are conducted. duri,ng the FebgT d.ata run, runs 5666-630/¡ are

conducted d,urtng the Jul98 data run, the remaind,er of the runs o,re cond,ucted,

during Lhe May99 dala run.
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Figure 3.6: Th,e Jul98 energy modulation calzl¡ratzon i,n I beam line tune. The

upper paneL shows the rau calibration data eps: AA"; the lower panel shows

the sensitiuity, u, after correcting the data for the effects of coherent i,ntensity

moduLation. Immed.i.ately prior to run 6315 there were cgclotron instabi,li,ties.

Following the run, the instabilities uere so seaere that data aqui,siti,on was

discontinued for approximateLg three hours. This run uz,s erclud,ed from the

fi,nal analysis. Th,e wei.ghted. auerage of these data, excluding run 6315, is

(89 + 11) x 70-7 /eV. The red,uced chi-squared, oÍ the rtt is 3.8.
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Set Beam line helicity Ai -Q0-7 lelr) u(10-7 /eV) X3 d.o.f.

Feb97 (+,+) -10 + 32 -83 + 58 4

Feb97 (- -) -66 + 16 -29 + 16 0.5 1

Jul98 + 72+73 89+ 11 3.8 13

May99 + 3+74 38+9 6.0 7

Feb97 (+, -) -27 + 40 9+47 4

Feb97 (- ,+) 8+34 11+34 N/A 0

Jul98 -30+9 -39 + 14 8.6 72

À4ay99 -10 + 13 -17 + 14 t4 5

Table 3.12: Caltbrated sensi,tiùities to i,ntri,nsic energA Ìnodull,tion. The energlt

moduLation cali,ltration runs are bund,led, accord,i,ng to bearn li,ne helici,ty and,

rlata run after the indi,uid.ual calibration runs are l.inearty fi,t ago:inst systernati,c

i,ntensity m o dulation.

differences in the tails ale uldetectable by tlie IPlVfs and ate therefore \¡erJ¡

difficult to monitor', control, or Ìeplicate but may contribute to asymmetlies

measured at the TRICs.

The cyclotlon is also knou'n to have an amplification factor of intlinsic

beam energy lnodulations of bet*'een 100-200. The amplification factor $,as

measured duling an engineering run in beâm line 4.B at TRIUMF, and rvas

found to vary corìsidet'ably ivith changing conditions in the cyclotr.on. eual-
itatively, hos'ever', the results of the enelgy modulation calibration study are

encouraging. It has been determined previously that the sensitivity (at the

target) due to cohe¡ent energy modulations in the beam line is (0.2g + 0.03) x

70-7 /eV [2]. The values in Table 3.12 above shorv an average sensitivity, la.rl,

of approximately 40 x l0-7 leV, rvhich corlesponds to an a\¡erage cyclotron

amplification factor of 130, in agreement ivith previous measutements.

In addition to the calibration runs, 62 measurements of the intrinsic energy
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Figure 3.7: Measured, LE (at OPPIS) during the JulgS and, Maygg runs. Runs

after run 6600 were measured, d,uring the Maygg data run. The rneasurements

taken d,uring Jul98 inclutl,e approri.matelg 6-12 meV of energy modulation com-

pensz,tiolr. TIte resuLt of the conzpensati,on is a smallerintri¡zsic energy mod,-

ulz,tion at the source d,uring tlte Jul98 d,ata run. The auerage LE .is (7 + a)

meV during the JuL98 data run and. (15 t 5) meV during the Maggg d,ata run.

Colrcrent energy mod.ulati,on at OPPIS has been esti,nxated at 5-15 meV Jor the

Feb97 run.

modulation, AE, at OPPIS *'ere taken during the Jul98 data run and 11

during the \4ay99 data run. Figure 3.7 shorvs the data gr:aphically. Using

these data, an effective energy modulation AE can be calculated.

Almost all of the legular parity data acquired during the Jul98 data run is

subject to 6-12 meV of energ5' modulation compensation. No compensation is

applied to any of the Feb97 or May99 runs that are included in this analysis.

The avelage Ä.Ð are shorvn in Table 3.13. The final instrumentation needed

to conduct measulements of ÄE rvas not in place at the commencement of the

Feb97 data tun. Horvever', a prototype À.Ð monitot' q'as in place tvhich al-

lorved parity collaborators to measure the combined effect of beam position
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and energy modulation using a single-arm spect¡ometel at the ion source.

Considering the combined effect of these ts,o systematic modulations, rvhich

s'ere analyzed offiine, and results from measutements using the eneÌgy modu-

lation spectrometer' (once it rvas in place), an estimate of A.E at OPPIS during

the Feb97 data lun s'as made at (10 + 5) mev 1321.

Set AE (meV at source)

Feb97 10+5

Jul98 7 +4

l{ay99 15+5

Table 3.13: Measured coherent energg modulation at OPPß.

Systematic uncertainty due to AE

It is expected that ÀE intrinsically produced at the source rvill not change sign,

or magnitude, as a function of beam line tune. Therefore, false asymmetr.y

due to A.Ð in * and - beam line tune may cancel in the measurement of A",

provided an equal amount of par.ity data is acquired in both beam line tunes

and the effect of the modulation at the target is constant.

Acquiring equal statistics \\¡as one of the objectives during data acquisition,

horvever, due to offiine data quality cuts, the reduced grand set contains slightly

more data l,ith a - bearn line tune. As a result, an estimate of the systematic

er'ì'or in eaclì bearn line state must be rveighted by the fi.action of data acquired

in the beam line tune. A magnitude estimate of the systematic error produced

by energy modulation is calculated by using A-Ð and the sensitivities using

equa,tion 3.2.

Table 3.14 shos's an estimate of the false effect of coheÌent energy mod-

ulation during the three data runs based on the measurements of AE and

the sensitivities ø. The Feb97 data run calculation includes the estimate of
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AE : (10 t 5) meV . Effective sensitivities fol each Wien filter/beam line

configuration are calculated by scaling a,, by the fraction of event pairs in the

data run measured in the configuration. The uncer.tainty in the false ana-

lyzing porver estimâted for each data run is a quadrature sum of the ¡elative

uncertainty in the measulements of AE and the effective sensitivity.

Feb97

ÀE = (0.010 + 0.005) eV

(wF,BL) Fraction of event pairs Efi. sensitivity (10-? /eV)
(+,+) 0.31 0.31(-83 + 58)

(+, -) 0.33 0.33(9 + 47)

(- ,+) 0,20 0.20(11 + 34)

(-,-) 0.16 0.16(-29 + 16)

Total r.00 -25 + 24

4,4, = (0.010+0.005) x (-25+ 24) x t0-7 = (-0.25+0.27) x 10-7

Jul98

AE = (0.007 + 0.004) eV

Beam line Flaction of event pairs Eff. sensitivity (70-7 /eV)
+ 0.48 0.48(89 + 11)

0.52 0.52(-39 + 14)

Total 1.00 22+7

^,4; 
= (0.007+0.004) x (22+7) x 10-7 = (0.16+0.10) x 10-7

May99

AE = (0.015 + 0.005) eV

Beam line [ùaction of event pai¡s Eff. sensitivity (70-7 /eV)

+ 0.43 0.43(38 + 9)

0.57 0.57 (-t7 + 14)

Total 1.00 6.6 + 8.9

^á¿ 
= (0.01540.005) x (7+9) x 10-7 = (0.09+0.12) x 10-7

Table 3.14: Est'imate of sgstemati,c error d,ue to LE.
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Tal¡le 3.15 shori,s an estimate of the false effect of coherent energy mod-

ulation in the grand set. It ivas found that attempting a correction for the

systematic effect of coherent energy modulation on a set by set basis increased

the spread of colrected .4, values. This occuls because of the cancellation of

the systematic effect in opposing beam line helicities. The reduction in the

ot erall sJ'stematic unceltainty due to the cancellation of the effect, dispropor-

tionately decleases the systematic uncertainty in the cor.rections rvhen applied

on a set by set basis: the lesult being an inclease in the Xl of the á, distri-

bution. For this reason and the fact that the net shift due to A,Ð rvas found

to be zero, no systematic error colrection is rnade for the effect: hou'ever, the

uncertainty in the colrection is added in quadrature to the total systematic

ellor in the final lesult (see section 3.6.5).

Data run 4.4,(10-?)

Feb97 -0.25 + 0.27

Jul98 0.16 + 0.10

N,f ay99 0.09 + 0.12

Average 0.00 + 0.11

Table 3.15: Estzmate of total AA" d,ue to helicity-correlated, energy modulation

at OPPIS. The esti,mate of a net systematic shi,ft in A" is zero for the effect oJ

'intrinsi,c energy modulation; howeuer, the uncerta'intg in this esti,mate is ad,ded

'in quadrature to tl¿e uncertai.nty in the final result (see section 3.6.5).

3.4.2 Beam parameter modulation calibration in aAl2

Using the steeling magnets and beam line assembly to induce correlated modu-

lations of the beam size, beam position, atrd extrinsic moments of polarization

allorvs for a s)¡stemât c study of the effect of these types of coherent modu-

lations ri'hich occur during real parity data-taking. The calibration data are
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bundled according to 100 event pails and legression analysis is performed on

the data to find the sensitivity of the appalatus to amplified modulations of

each of the beam parametet's. There are three types of direct calibration stud-

ies performed during legulal data-taking. They are studies of the effect of

helicity-corlelated beam position, beam size, and transverse polarization com-

ponents.

Neutral axis scans

The polarization neuttal axis is, by definition, a symmetry axis through the

parity apparatus. The appalatus is insensitive to transverse polarization com-

ponents on the neullal axis.

It is impoltant to determine empilically s'here the neutral axis is at the

start ofeach major data lun and to lock the beam in place accoldingly rvith the

position feedl¡ack loops. Three neutral axis scans were conducted during each

major data lun. Unfoltunately, during each data Ì'un, one of the three neutral

axis scans contained a considerable number of spurious events making analysis

of those particular scaì1s very difficult. The remaining ts'o neutlal axis scans

during each major data run \t¡ete combined, and the sensitivities {ø1,..., ö3} of

equation 2.19 rvele determined by regression analysis. The results are shorvn

belorv in Table 3.16. Note the agreement of the (ø1, a2, b1, å2) parameter sensi-

tivities acloss the three rnajor data runs. Tlie ø3 and ö3 sensitivities are overall

position offsets that change u'hen the monitor is removed from the beam line

for servicing and/or replaced.

It rvill be seen that using the results of the extrinsic sensitivities, the net

systematic effect of transvel'se components on the measured A"-in the final

analysis of the grand set-is predicted to be consistent rvith zero at the 10-s

level. This suggests that the polarized beam duling all three major data runs

travelled sufficiently close to the neutral axis.
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Sensitivity (10-7) Feb97 Jul98 May99

a¡þnm-1) t,907 +26 1,847 + 13 1, 833 + 18

a2lmm ' ) -2,467 + I -2,469 + 7 -2,435 + 10

A3 -549 * 5 -1.149 + 7 -263 + 7

b1(tnm-t) 1.505 + 32 - 1,493 + 11 -1,490 + 16

D2lmm ' ) 2,016 + 43 1,995 + 6 1,981 + 12

b3 1314 + 28 -354 + 6 497+8

bundlesize

X7

d.o. f.

100

L77

391

100

r.96

399

100

2.05

313

Table 3.16: Fi,tted, sensi.ti.uiti,es to the neutral o,ris scans.

Figure 3.8 sho\\'s two gì'aphs ofthe results ofthe analysis ofthe FebgT study.

The left graph displays measuÌed A" as a function of tìre pr-edicted effect of

extrinsic moments as detetmined from the parameter sensitivities. The right

graph displa¡'s the lesiciual from a straight line. Both graphs are a function of

the 18 caliblation runs taken cluring the Febg7 data run and shorv the P" and

Q calibration scans together'.

The caliblation data tvele teduced by placing 3o cuts on position and cur-

Ìent, and 198-202 nA hard cuts on intensit¡,. Manual hard cuts on IPM datâ

\\¡eÌe unnecessarJ, to complete the calibÌation. The position data rvere pr.o-

jected to tlie PP\4s, and the statistical uncertainties of the flt parameters

rvere multiplied bJ' the square rcot of yl,. This was done to account for the

additional variation in the fitted resulis that ivas not entirely accounted for by

the assigned statistical errors.

Valious legression fits tvere attempted according to a variety of bundlesizes,

but no dependence on bundlesize of the parameter sensitivities rvas observed.

A bundlesize of 100 event pait's tvas chosen to t'epresent tlte results ofthe study.

The follorving ts'o sections present the results of the beam position and size
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Figure 3.8: (eft) A" as a function oJ the pred,icted false asymmetry based

on the results of th,e calibration, and (ri.ght) the f.t resi,d,uals as a Junction of

calibrat¿on run number Jor the FebgT neutral aøi,s scans. The P" and, P, scans

are shown together.

modulâtion studies conducted during the major data runs. These studies are

performed lelative to the neutlal axis as determined during online analysis of

the neutral axis calibration scans.

Position modulation

During both Jul98 and N,lay99 data runs, 30 calibration Ìuns \r¡ere taken to find

the beam position modulation sensitivities (ø", ..., /u) of equation2.25. Only 20

calibration luus were obtained during the Feb97 position rnodulation study.

The fitted values for the position modulation sensitivities from each study

aÌ'e displayed in Table 3.17. The statistical unce¡tainties in the parameter

sensitivities quoted in the table have been multiplied by the square rcot of X7.

As for the neutlal axis scan data, this has been done to account for systematic

variation of the parameter sensitivities due to other false effects rvhich may

have occulred during tlie caliblation.

The Jul98 and May99 calibrations-both using IPM2 in fast feedback
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Sensitivity (10-a) Feb97 Value Jul98 Value lVlay99 Value

aallnm') t.7 + Lt -7.6 + 0.3 -9.2 + 0.1

b,(mm-2) 7.4 + t.2 10.4 + 0.2 13.8 + 0.2

crlmm ') 5.2 +2.0 -1.7 + 0.1 6.0 + 0.1

d¡lmm') -3.7 + r.7 45.6 + 0.8 51.0 + 0.5

e,(mm-2) -0.4 + 1.8 -59.8 + 0.7 -7t.7 + 0.7

J,(rnm-\) -0.8 + 3.1 8.1 + 0.2 -25.6 + 0.3

allmm ') 2.8 + 0.3 2.O + 0.2 -4.1 + 0.1

l)!\nm ') -1.7 +0.2 5.6 + 0.1

cltlmtn ') -3.8 + 0.1 10.6 + 0.1 -3.5 + 0.1

dvlmm ') -6.6 + 0.9 25.7 + 0.8 26.5 + 1.0

eu(tnrn-2) 1.9 + 1.2 -20.0 + 0.7 -35.6 + 0.8

I ulmtn ' ) 26.7 +0.9 52.4 + 0.6 80.8 + 0.5

X7

cl.o.f.

2.45

276

2.07

449

7.47

523

Table 3.17: Fitted, sensi.tiai,ties to th,e beam pos,iti,on mod,ulati,on cali,brati,on

scans. The resuLts Írorn th,e FebgT scan haue been projected to the position of

IPM2 for compar'ison uith the results ol the other two scans.

mode-produced qualitatively similar results. The discrepancy is likely due

to the fact the tivo scans weÌe ìocked ou a different neutral axis and the beam

position sensitivitJ¡ of the appalatus is slightly different in the vicinity of these

trvo different axes. FoÌ purposes of comparison rvith Julg8 and Mayg9, the

Feb97 sensitivities are projected to the positions of IPM1 and IPM2 in Table

Sensitivities detelmined fi'om the Feb97 scan shos' much larger statistical

unceltainty as well as smaller values of the sensitivities. This rvas due to the

instability of the position signals and feedback loop rvhichlvas symptomatic

of the Feb97 data run. In addition, the Feb97 caliblation did not examine the

full parameter space tììat the JulgS and N4ayg9 studies explored. It ivill be
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seen in section 3.6.5 that the net corlection applied to the final data set for

the systematic effect of beam position modulation is consistent .rvith zero.

All of the calibration data rvele reduced by applying 3o cuts on average

positions and 198-202 nA hard cuts on intensity. All calibr.ation runs rvele

investigated for evidence of beam excut'sions in the position data. There .n'ere

some spurious events found, and these *'ere removed by hand.

Figule 3.9 shorvs trvo graplis of the results of tlie analysis of the N4ay99

beam position study. The left graph displays measured A" as a function of

the predicted effect of position rnodulation as determined fi.om the paÌameter.

sensitivities. The light glaph displays the lesidual from a straight line. Both

graphs are a function of the 30 position modulation runs taken during the

study.
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Figure 3.9: (left) A" as a Junction of the pred,icted, false asgmmetry based on the

results of the beam position mod,ulati,on calibration, and, (righ.t) the f.t resi,d,uals

as a functi,on of run number for the May99 beam posi.ti.on mod.ulati,on stud,y.

Size modulation

A total of 81 calibration Ìuns were conducted to determine the beam size

modulation sensitivities (or, .., þr) of equation 2.28. 'Ihe calibration data *'ere
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reduced by placing 3o cuts on average positions and 198-202 nA hard cuts on

intensity. During the beam size modulation calibration, the position feedback

loops must be tulned off in older to ariificially enhance coherent size modu-

lations. As a result, the bearn position is unstable and both beam position

and size modulation must be fit simultaneously. The results of the Ndaygg

calibration study ale shorvn in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: (eft) A" as a Junction of the predicted, false asymmetry based on

the results of tlrc beam size modulation calibration, and, (rigltt) the f,t residuals

as a function of run number for the May99 beam size modulati,on study.

The beam size calibration studies also demonstrate â strong dependence

of the parametel sensitivities on the bundle size used in the fitting routine.

The sensitivities determined from the calibration data are, for these reasons,

too unreliable to colrect Aîedúed' for coherent beam size modulation. Instead,

the real pality data must be regressed to determine the sensitivity of the

parity apparatus to coherent beam size modulation. Table 3.18 displays the

findings by dilect reglession of A',"du""d to coherent beam size modulations.

The final column of the table includes the results from the \4ay99 external

calibration study. When the external sensitivities rvere used to correct the

parity data during the analysis of the May99 data set, the agreement of the

,4., measurements u'as significantly rvorsened. This supports the conclusion
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that the external calibration sensitivities ate not appropriate to describe the

sensitivity of the parity apparâtus unde¡ nol'mal running conditions.

Sensitivity Feb97 Jul98 and trtlay99 May99 ext. study

a,(10-7 /mm2) -88 + 40 285 + 90 -3,290 + 130

þ.O0-7 lmm2) 5+17 i,004 + 103 5, 910 * 360

ar,(L)-z f mm2) 24+42 -290 + 91 3,670 + 140

þo(10-7 lmrn2) 5+19 -2, 388 + 156 -9,950 + 550

x7

l¡undlesize

d.o.f.

1.08

100

9,57 5

1.00

100

17,613

1.35

20

1,418

Table 3.18: Regressed sensiti.ai,ties to h,eli,ci,ty-correlated, beam size mod,ulation.

The finaL column 'includ,es the results of the Maggg erternal calibration stud,y.

It is seen that for the cornbined Jul98 and Maygg result, the long lever

arm associated rvith the positioning of IPN41 and lPN42 contlibutes to a larger.

absolute unceltainty in the sensitivities in relation to the results of the Feb97

data run regression. Ho*'ever, the relative eÌrors in the parameter sensitivities

are much smaller tha¡r for the Feb97 data.

3.5 Sensitivity to intrinsic flrst moments

The largest contlibutor to a false asymmetry in the grand set is expected

to be due to the systematic effect of intrinsic fir'st moments of polarization.

The intrinsic moments ale difficult to control and measure. Unfortunately,

tìre sensitivity of the pality apparâtus leads to relatively large corrections to

A, rvith typical polarization moments measured during regular data taking.

\\¡hile the sensitivity to intrinsic moments is, in principle, determined during

the neutral axis scans, application of the colrections leads to large statistical

unceltaint)¡ in the false asymmetry due to tlie limited precision of the PPMs.
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An improved statistical error on the correction is obtained by determining the

sensitivities from regression analysis applied to the full parity data sample.

Hotvever, in this case it is assumed that the sensitivities are constant. Since

the sensitivity is strongly dependent on beam tune, as noted in the previous

chapter, it is extremely important to maintain a consistent beam line tune

throughout a data run. Thele are thlee techniques to deter.mine the first

moment sensitivit)' explored in this analysis: the extrinsic method, the ratio

method, and dilect first moment regression, as discussed belo¡v.

3.5.1 Extrinsic method

The extrinsic method makes use of the sensitivities found fi'om analyzing the

neutlal axis scans to calculate and correct for the effect of intrinsic flrst mo-

ments. Using extlinsic moment sensitivities, the false asymmetry due to in-

trinsic fir'st moments of polarization can be expressed as

LA" : at(aP,)t + a2(aPî)2 * by(xP)1 -t bz(rPo)2, (3.5)

ri'here (a1, a2,l¡,b2) ale determined fi'om the neutral axis scans. The tabulated

values of the sensitivities are shorvn in section 3.4.2. Figur.e 3.11 shoivs .4!o"

as a function of set using the extrinsic moment sensitivities. Tlie data shorvn

in the figule are also corrected for the systematic effects of coherent beam

intensitS' modulation and ext.insic moments of polarization.

The disadvantage to using the extrinsic method is the large statistical vari-

ation that the method introduces to the co¡rection LA". In the final analysis,

this tecliriique is not used to correct Al"d"""d because of the large statistical

error in the measur-ement of the intrinsic moments.

A considelal¡le amount of effort rvas spent during the earliel stages of the

experiment developing improved ways to correct for the effect of intrinsic mo-

ments [2]. An improved technique, called the "ratio method" combines the
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Figule 3.11: Alo" as a function of set usi,ng the ertrinsic moment sensit'iu-

zties to correct for the effect of i,ntrinsic moments. The wezgh,ted auerage of

Alo", measurerl in units of l0-7, for the 23 sets is -2.56 X lr2ï(stat.). The

red,uced chi-squared, oÍ the 23 sets i.s 1.11. The data are also corrected for the

systernatic effect of coherent beam i,ntensi,tg mod,ulati,on and, ertri,nsic moments

oJ polarizati.on.

extrinsic sensitivities tvith kno*4edge of the beam convergence in order to de-

rive effective fir'st moment sensitivities. The results of the ratio method are

plesented in the follos'ing section.

3.5.2 Ratio method

The ratio method of first moment correction exploits knoivledge of the beam

convelgence along 4Af2 to determine an effective sensitivity to intrinsic mo-

ments. This is done by assuming that intrinsic first moments of polarization

vary lineally rvith position along the beam line in the region of the parity ap-

paratus. Recall fi'om section 2.6.2 that the intrinsic moments at PPM2 are
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related to the moments at PPM1 by the ratios

- fuP,), (rPol,lro: 
fuF"), 

and n¿: 
6Fffi

Tlre correction ¡o nr"educed is then expressed as:

LA" : (#E) þ,+Raz)((uP")t+(yP"),)

. (#o') Q¡t + R,bz)((rPa)t+ þPo)")

12"((yP)1+ (aP,)r) + h6((xPrl1+ (cPu)2)

h"lsP) +h6þPol, (3.6)

where (gP,) and (zPr) are tlte sum of the averaged intrinsic first moments

measured at the tri'o PP\4s.

A regression loutine applied to the PPÀ4 data determines the ratios .R,

and,R" by examining the couelation bett'een moments at each PPtr4. A chi-

squared minimization is performed during the reglession analysis using tl.re

softrvare ¡rackage N4INUIT [33]. The effective sensitivities are then calculated

according to equation 3.6 using Iìo, R,, and the sensitivities (ay, a2,by,b2)

determined from the neutral axis scans. Figule 3.12 sho'rvs A"o" as a function

of set using the effective filst moment sensitivities ho and h6. The figure shorvs

tlre co¡rected A" ot a smaller scale as fol Figule 3,11. The data shotvn in the

figure are also corlected for tlie systematic effects of cohelent beam intensity

modulation and extrinsic mornents of polarization.

It rvill be shori'n belorv that a dilect regression of Aîeduced on intrinsic mo-

ments determines more accurate sensitivities to the intrinsic moments. There-

fore, the sensitivities calculated by the ratio technique are not used to correct

¡r"educed n the final analysis. Horvever, the corlected ,4, r'alue based on the

lesults of the ratio method is in very good agreement rvith a direct regression
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Figure 3.12: Af,o" as a function of set usi,ng the effectiue sensitiuities ho and

h6 to correct for the effect of tntrinsi,c rnoments. The wei,ghted auerage of

Af,o" , measured i,n units of 70-7 , for the 23 seús is 0.89 + 0.33(stat.). The

reduced chi-srluaretl of the 23 sets i,s 1.J3. The data are also corrected for the

systematic effects of coherent beam i,ntensity rnod,ulation and, eúrinsic moments

of polarizati,on.

of the parity data to intrinsic first moments. The follo*'ing subsection rvill

present the results of the dir-ect regression method.

3.5.3 Direct first moment regression using MINUIT

The most stlaightforl'ard reglession method available for the analysis of par-

ity data is a dilect regression o1 Ared'ced to the intrinsic first moments. The

chi-squaled minimization package, MINUIT [33], is used to determine the sen-

sitivities of the pality apparatus to intrinsic moments. The false asymmetry

due to intrinsic moments is gii'en bv:

LA" : g"(yP")+96(xPrl (3 7)

Figure 3.13 displays the bundlesize dependence of the reglessed first mo-

812
Sel

2420
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ment sensitivity fol the May99 data run. It is seen that go and 9ò ate inde-

pendent of the bundlesize used in the regression for bundlesizes greater than

about 1,000 event pairs. The FebgT and Jul98 data runs sho'rv similar van-

ishing bundlesize dependence for bundlesizes greater than 2,000-3,000 event

pairs. The follorving section summarizes the results of the intrinsic first mo-

ments legression of the grand set.
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Figure 3.13: Bundleszze d.ependence of first moment sensi,ti,aity during the

Mag99 data run. The sensi.tàuiti,es do not d.isplag d,ependence to bund.lesi.zes

greater than 1000 euent pai.rs.

3.6.4 Summary of first moment sensitivities

Sensitivities to fitst moments for all three pality runs \\'eÌe determined using

the dilect regression technique described above. Table 3.19 summarizes the

results of the reglession.

Sets 1-7 rvere reglessed according to a bundlesize of 5,000 event pairs. The

eighth set acquiled during the Feb97 data run (labelled as "Febg7 Set 8" in

the table) rvas acquiled in a different beam line tune and is seen to have a

significantl¡' different sensitivity to intrinsic filst moments as compared to sets

1-7. For this reason, Feb97 Set 8 has been removed from the gland set. A

5000 10000 15000 20000 0
Bundlesize (2ev)
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Set 9"(10-7 lmtn) st\0-7 lmm) Bundlesize (2ev) x7

t-7 90+66 -767 +24 5,000 06

8-16 -62 + 15 -6+21 5,000 .56

Jul98 * -32 t 29 t0+38 5,000

.lul98 - -90 + 18 -41 + 30 5,000

24+28 102 * 36 1,800 .00

Feb97 Set 8 118 + 60 5,000 .02

Table 3.19: Sensi,ttuities to ìntrznsi,c f,rst moments. The sensiti,uiti,es d,eter-

máned, for Feb97 Set I appear to d,tsagree uith the first seuen sets of the Feb97

data run. Tlte go sensitiuitàes corresponding to Sets 1-7 and 17-23 uere mod,-

ified Jrom the MINUIT findings in the finaL analysis using a "d.o-i,t-yourse\ "

ch,i,- squared mznimt zation tech,nique d,escribed. i,n ref erence [3/¡].

bundlesize of 5,000 event pairs r\¡as also used for the analysis of the intrinsic

moment sensitivities duling the Jul9B data run. Holever, a consistent sensi-

tivity could Ìot be determined for all of the JulgS sets. As a lesult, systematic

error colrections to the Jul98 data lun are applied using different sensitivities

according to l¡eam line helicit5'. For the \4ayg9 data run, a bundlesize of 1,800

event pails \yas uscd for the leglession.

3.6 Corrected PNC analyzing po\{¡er

3.6.1 Methodology of systematic error correction

Recall that one event pair produces one measurement of A" and one mea.-

surement of many diffelent helicity-correlated beam paÌameters. Consecutive

spin-on events are bundled in sequence, and a mean and standard error are

calculated for each parameter. The bundlesize, N, is chosen to be 10,000 event

pails (approximately 80 minutes of TRIC integration time). I\4osi likeÌy, a set
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rvill contain a number of event pairs ivhich can not be bundled into an integer

number of bundles. So as not to exclude event pairs, a "r.unt" bundle is cal-

culated at the end of each set. A runt bundle is a bundle containing the last

(l - /f x n¿) event pairs of a set, u'here I is the total number of event pairs in

the set and n¿ is the number of bundles in the set (excluding the r.unt bundle).

A iveighted a.r'erage is performed on all bundles in the grand set. The

rveighting function W, used in the calculation of the average for all parame-

ters, is tlre invelse square statistical uncertainty of Arzeduced calculated for each

bundle. If o¿ is clefined as the standard er¡or of the mean of the i¿å bundle of

Areduce¿, then the l'eighting function for a data set containing (n¿ * 1) bundles

is given by:

(3.8)

All palameters are averaged using the same s'eighting function. Once the

value of all palametels are determined, estimates of a false analyzing porver.

are calculated.

The false analyzing pol'el produced by coherent modulations of n beam

parametels is given by

LA":iro x AÇ: oi¡ç, (3.9)

rvhere a¿ is the sensitivity of the parity apparatus to helicity-correlated pa-

rameter AÇ. Thus, the corrected analyzing power is

Acorl - Aredliced _ LA" : Arr"du""d _ di L<i (3.10)

Hereafter, estimates of the corrected analyzing pow'er rvill be accompanied

by a quadlature sum ôA!"' of trvo contributions: ôáj¿or ând ó,A:esr unless

othenvise noted. The first errol is the standard error in the mean of the

(t1l
w:) ,4., ..... "ä¿+r) [

t \-(nå+'J I ' -6;ItT r'
lL¿=t 4 Lí=t 4)
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A!o" distribution. The second elror is the sum of squares of the systematic

uncertainties of the conection terms. Thus, for a data set containing (n6 + 1)

bundles,

6A2t"' (3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

3 AslJst.

and

64" {6Ay*Y + 6A:tî, ,

rvhere Àoi is the systematic unceltainty in the estimate of oi.

In spite of the conservative apptoach to the data reduction procedure, the

distlibution of the total systernatic error correction 4,4, still contained some

anomalous data. It is possible that the spurious events in the correction distri-

bution represent lelatitely large exculsions of a unique combination of beam

parameters. It is also possible that the large error corrections are introduc-

ing additional systematic etror to the measurement of A,. At the very least,

the anornalously lalge corlections increase the overall statistical uncertainty of

Alo" , and a soft 3o cut s'as placed on the correction distribution. In the final

analysis, event pails ale excluded rvhich require an absolute total systematic

error correction of gleater tlian 3o : 462 x l0-7.

Figure 3.14 shorvs a logarithmic histogram plot of the set by set correction

once 3ø cuts have been applied to the distribution of the total error correction.

The 3ø cuts reduced the number of event pairs in the grand set by 517. All of

the histograms in the plot are shorvn on the same scale. The flrst seven sets

(Feb97) have significantly rvidel systematic error correction distributions than

the ¡est of the sets. This is due to the process of projecting beam position and

size measuled at IPN43 to IPI\,Í2 and PPM2 as rvell as the overall instability of

f(Äa'x AÇ),
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the feedback loop during the Feb97 data run. The follorving sections present

the final lesult of the pality experiment once systematic error corrections are

applied to the leduced data set.

3.6,2 The grand set

Figure 3.15 compales A2"" to Areduced fot the various methods of correcting

for intlinsic first moments. The figure displays four graphs, all as a function

of the 23 sets: from top to bottom they ale ¡reduced , A!o" using the extrin-

sic moment sensitivities, á!o'" using the ratio method effective sensitivities,

and, Alo'' using the dilect regression sensitivities. The extrinsic sensitivities

method of couection intloduces large statistical variation in the corrected sets

and is not used to correct for intrinsic first moments in the final analysis. The

ratio method ancl the direct legression method both produce extremely con-

sistent predictions for A,: A, : (0.95 + 0.35(súoú.)) x70-?,X7: 1.43 from the

ratio method versus ,4, : (0.84+0.29(stat.)) xI0-7,y!, = 1.08 fi.om the direct

regression sensitivities. The lattel method produces a final result rvith lorver

reduced chi-squared and Io'rver statistical uncertainty; therefore, the sensitivi-

ties found fi'orn direct legression of intrinsic first moments are used to cor¡ect

the gland set for the s¡,stematic effect of intrinsic first moments.

Table 3.20 shoç's the lesult of applying systematic elrol corrections to the

23 sets. The couections are applied at the end of each set and the averaged

Alo" has been calculated by rveighting each set result by W as defined by

equation 3.8. The uncertainty of Ai"' for each set is calculated using equation

3.13. The systematic uncertainty associated rvith applying error corrections to

,4!"' is surnmalized in the follorving trvo sections.
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Figure 3.14: Logarithmi.c histograms oJ the red.uced, total correcti,on LA, as a

function of set. The d,istri,buti,ons show the total correcti,on once 3o cuts on the

totaL error correct'i,on d,istribution are applied,. The total correcti,on d,istributi,on

has a stand,ard, d,euiation of o :154 x l0-7 . Each euent in the histograms are

bundles of 100 eaent paì,rs. All of the histograms in the figure are plotted. on

the same scale. Refer to the teú for an erplanation of the increased, uid,th of

the d,istributions Jrom sets 1-7.
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Set A."d"*dG}-z) Ðr'ent pairs A2otr (70-7)

-2.62 +2.99 79,2t7 1.96 + 3.14

2 5.58 + 1.41 195,266 -1.35 + 1.63

3 -4.37 + t.74 105,491 -1.01 + 1.88

4 6.67 + 1.55 117,731 1.40 + 1.81

5 -2.65 + 1.60 774,324 0.09 + 1.77

0 -2.47 * 1.74 193,908 -0.20 + 1.25

7 5.90 + 7.22 150,001 1.91 + 1.18

8 -1.45 + 1.56 66,653 -0.25 +. 7.64

I 2.35 + 1.49 67,409 1.76 +

10 0.14 + 1.10 t18,274 1.23 +

11 4.67 + .05 119,531 1.91 + 18

t2 1.04 + 1.19 r04,276 2.37 +

13 1.70 + 1.07 t22,648 0.63 + t5

t4 1.32 * 72 t25,672 2.49 + 31

15 2.41 + 0.86 184,587 -0.39 + 0.95

16 -4.50 + 2.74 37,860 -3.49 + 2.24

t7 r.7t + t.32 115,246 -2.16 + 1.53

l8 -0.65 + 0.97 227,423 1.09 + 10

L9 4.78 + 7.24 139,631 1.98 + .39

20 2.07 + 1.18 1,47,932 2.48 + .Jt

27 3.95 + 1.64 70,026 2.03 + .84

22 - 1.65 + 1.33 95,260 -0.45 + 1.51

7.99 * 2.65 24,465 5.55 + 3.03

Average (¡l) 1.58 + 0.27(sfaú.) (5.18) 2,716,835 0.79 + 0.27(støt.) (1.08)

Feb97 1.53 + 0.56(sføú.) (10.7) 955,938 0.13 * 0.58(stø¿.) (0.45)

Jul98 1.58 + 0.39(stoú.) (2.95) 946,910 0.91 + 0.39(súaú.) (1.25)

May99 1.61 + 0.49(súat.) (4.33) 813,987 1.08 + 0.5O(sfal.) (1.74)

Table 3.20: Summary of sets of Af,o" .
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3.6.3 Correction for longitudinal polarization P"

By convention, duling the NOVA reduction phase of the daia analysis, the

subtlactor box output is assumed to be sampling a beam rvith 80% longitudi-

nal polarization P". In fact, P, is usually lot'er than 80% as inferred during

the neutral axis scans. Thus, the final result for ,4., must be rescaled b1' a

polarization correction factot, r¡, as outlined belorv.

During legulal data-taking, the solenoids precess the spin direction of the

beam-rvhich is in the vertical direction at the stripping foil-into the lon-

gitudinal direction. Vertical polalization of the beam is obtained by turning

off the solenoids. The plocedure is performed during the neut¡al axis scans

so that the transveLse polalization of the beam can be enhanced for the cali-

bration scans and a measurement of the trânsverse polarization can be made.

The longitudinal polalization can l¡e inferred from the vertical polarization of

the beam duling the neutral axis scans by assuming P, is equivalent to the

longitudinal polarization, P,, during regular data taking.

Table 3.21 summalizes tÌre measuremenß of "P"" taken during the neutral

axis scans. Since the relative contlibution to the total elror in ,4, arising from

the limited measul'ements of P, is small, a single overall scale factor, 4, is used

in the analysis. The correction factor to ,4!o"' is given by:

(3.14)

3.6.4 Correction for intrinsic energy modulation

The systematic error estimates for coherent energy modulation, calculated

in section 3.4.1, can noiv be applied to A!". The result of applying the

correction on a set by set, or beam line helicity basis, increased the reduced
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Data ¡un Pu(%) Date

Feb97 75 i4 Feb 97

77 20 Feb 97

78 2 Mar 97

Jul98 76 23 Jul 98

69 27 Jul 98

7'l i8 Aug 98

May99 77 28 May 99

70 31 May 99

78 20 Jun 99

Average P, = (75 t 7)%

Table 3.21: Summ.ary oÍ measurernents oJ the uertical polarization Po [35] taken

during tlt,e neutrz,L ar¿s scans. Each nleasure?nent has a systematzc error oi 1-

2%. It ¿s assumed duri,ng regular d.ata taking that the longitudinal polarizatáon,

P", i,s equiualent to the al¡oue ualues.

chi-squared of the t\\'enty-three sets which suggests the systematic uncertainty

in the caliblation data is too lar-ge to alloç' corlections for this systematic error

to be made on a set by set, ol beam line helicity basis. Thus, no correction

i,s performed, on the A'""'1u""d distributt on for the sgstematic effect of coherent

energy mod,ulati,on.

The estirnate of a net systematic correction due to coherent energy mod-

ulation is (0.00 + 0.i2) x 10-7, including the polarization scale factor 4. For

pulposes of illustration, cou'ections foÌ the systematic effect of eneÌgy mod-

ulation can be applied on the corrected results of the major data runs. It is

seen that, on this scale, the energy modulation "correction" does improve data

quality. Table 3.22 shol's the result of applying a correction to the three major

data runs for the systematic effect of cohe¡ent energy modulation. Not only

does the coÌÌection shift the Ìesult of each corÌected data run torvard the grand
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set âveÌage, but it also brings the results of all three individual data r.uns into

statistical agÌeement. The data in the table have been adjusted to account

for the P, correction outlined above. Unfoltunately, the ener.gy modulation

correction is not l'ell enough detelmined to correct individual sets, and the

systematic euor due to ÄE can not be included in the calculation of reduced

chi-squaled of the 23 colrected sets.

Dâta lu¡r A2olr (70-z) a/, (10-?) A2"' (70-7 ) (incl. "correction")

Feb97 0.14 * 0.62(súat.) -0.27 + 0.29 0.41 + 0.68

Jul98 0 .97 + 0 .42(stat .) 0.17 + 0.11 0.80 + 0.43

\,Iay99 1.15 + 0.53(stcú.) 0.10 + 0.13 1.05 + 0.55

Table 3.22: AppLying a "conection" to A"o" Jor LE. The correction i,s applied

to the data-run-aueraged. A!" for purposes of illustration. Tlte total uncer-

taì,nty estimates shoun in the table i,nclude the systenxat¿c error d,ue to energy

modulat'ion add,ed in quadrature to the stati,stical uncertai.nty of Aî!" . The

uaLues 'in this tal¡le haue been scaled by r7.

3.6.5 Summary of systematic error corrections

This section rvill summarize the systematic error corlections applied to Aleduced.

In the final analysis, systematic error corrections to Ar"d"""d âÌe applied for the

systematic effects of coherent intensity modulation and extt'insic and intrinsic

first moments of polalization. No corrections to Areduced are made for the

systematic effects of coherent beam position, size, or energy modulation, as

the net effects of these modulations are consistent rvith zero, and incolporating

these corrections does not implove the data quality.
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Coherent beam position and size modulation

An independent analJ,sis ri'as performed to search for co¡relations rvithin the

real parity data to coherent beam position and size modulations at the

IPMs [36]. The result of the correlation analysis predicted a net shift of .4,

consistent rvith zero. This result is also consistent lvith a systematic errol

calculation based on the beam position and size sensitivities determined fi.om

independent calibrations. Table 3.23 belotv compares the tri'o predictions of

the combined s)¡stemâtic effect of coherent beam position and size modulations

in the measulement of 4", Both predictions are consistent tvith each other,

and the uncertaint)' associated rvith each analysis is statistics dominated due

to the relatively large statistical unceltainty in the driving tetms creating the

false asymrnetry.

Prediction based on

calibrated sensitivities

Prediction based on

correlation analysis

0.0 + 0.09(stoú.) * 0.03(sssú.) 0.0 + 0.11

Table 3.23: Comparzson of predi,cted systernatic effects of combined, coherent

lteam position and. size Ìr¿odull,txons in the grand set. AII ualues in the table

are ¿n units of I0-7 .

In the final analysis, the result based on the calibration sensitivities is used

to estimate a systematic uncertainty in the measurement of Az. The statistical

and systematic unceltainties in the net correction are added in quadrature and

the result is scaled by the numbel of event pairs in each of the 23 corrected

sets. The scaled elror, which is statistics dominated, is added in quadrature to

the calculated systematic unceltainty due to other erlor collections for each

set. No corÌection is applied to the grand set; holveveÌ, the unceltainty in each

corrected set is increased slightly to account for the statistical variation of the

helicity-correlated beam position and size pârameters, and is thus accounted
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fo¡ in the calculation of y!, for the grand set.

Regressing the grand set

Analyzing the corlected grand set for a sensitivity to the beam parameters

used in the process of systematic error colrection is an altelnative method to

check for any lesidual dependence of Af,o" on coherent beam patameters. This

procedure found no significant residual systematic error in the corrected data.

The systematic unceltainties in the regressed sensitivities are multiplied by the

corresponding helicity-colrelated beam parameters (averaged over the entire

gland set), then added in quadlature to estimate a systematic uncertainty in

the calculation of A!". Table 3.24 shorvs the regressed residual sensitivities of

Aft' to the thlee non-zero contributors to LA". All ale consistent rvith zero.

Table 3.25 displays the various corrections to the analyzing potver due to

coherent modulations of measuled beam ploperties. TIte avelage values of the

properties are calculated using the same rveighting function as fot A'""du""d.

The statistical errol on Alo" is calcl.tJated from the statistical spread of the

corrected analyzing pori'er and therefore takes correlations betu'een corlection

parametels into account. The systematic error estimates shou'n in the table

ale based on sensitivities obtained through regression analysis of the corrected

gland set.

Propertv Sensitivity (10-?)

(vP.) (4+ I0) mm-l

(" Psl (fi r 29) mm-l

Nlt (-72 +. t3) %-l

Table 3.24: Summary oJ regressed "residual" sensitáaáties to A!"
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Propelty Average Value a.4, (10-7)

Aredued00-7) i.68 * 0.29(súat.)

y + P,(pm) -0.1 + 0.0 -0.01 + 0.01

x + Po(pm) -0.1 + 0.0 0.01 + 0.03

(a P,)(p*) 1.1 + 0.4 0.11+ 0.01

(rPr)(pm) -2.7 +0.4 0.54 + 0.06

LI / I (ppm) i5+1 0.19 + 0.02

A+Àø 0 a 0.10

LE(meIratOPPI S) 7-75 0.0 + 0.12

Total 0.84 + 0.17(sysf.)

A2""'(r0-7)

yf,(%sets)

0.84 4 0.29(støú.) + 0.17(ssst.)

1.08

Table 3.25: Sumrnary of h,elicitg-correlated beam properti,es o,nd, sAsternatic

error correct'¿Tns to A""du""d. Arzeduced, Alo,, , and, att of the LA" ualues haue

been muli.pLied by r7 to account for the P" correcti,on d,escril¡ed. aboue. The A. *
Lo term represents the esti,mated total sgstematic effect of coherent positi,on

and size modulati,ons,
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3.6.6 Final result

An important validation of the systematic error correction techniques is pro-

vided by comparing ,4!o'" under the reversal of the beam line helicity tune.

As discussed earlier, the ion source produces an intrinsic energy modulation

tvhich is coherent rvith the spin flip pâttern. The systematic effect of energy

modulation (and all other coherent beam properties originating at the source)

changes sign in opposing beam line helicities. Thus, comparing results for á!o"
accolding to beam line helicity should yield evidence of rvhether any residual

ion source related systematic error is present in the final result. Table 3.26

summarizes the leduced and corrected analyzing polver according to beam

line helicity.

Beam line * Beam Iine -
1.41 4 0.43(súat.) 1.90 * 0.39(súaf.)

AA' 0.40 + 0.06(sssú.) 1.20 + 0.1?(sssf.)

A2-', 1.01 * 0.43(súøf.) 0.70 + 0.39(súøú.)

^,4,(^E)i
0.15 + 0.23(sysú.) -0. i4 * 0.15 (sysú.)

0.86 + 0.49 0.84 + 0.45

Table 3.26: Summary of Af,o" according to beam line helicity in units ol I0-7.

The row containing the A,A"(LE)| term is a pred,icti,on of the systematic effect

of coherent Lteam energy rnoduln,ti,on usi,ng the method. d.escri,betl in section 3.1.1.

The row conta¿ning the A2o"l term'includes a correction for the sgstematic

effect of colt erent beam energy mod,ulation. NB This method prod,uce a different

systemat'ic uncertainty, and therefore a different ouerall uncertainty, in the

final than tlrc method. used in the fi,nal analysis.

The Acorù term represents the corrected analyzing pou'er in the trvo beam

line tunes after an energy modulation correction is applied. Although no cor-

rection is made fol the systematic effect of coherent beam energy modulation
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in the final analysis of the grand set, it is interesting to illustrate here the

quâlitative implovement in the l'esult should such an eÌroÌ correction be at-

tempted. The agreement of the lesults of the analysis of the reduced data from

the tn'o opposing beam line helicity tunes is striking. The result supports â

conclusion that no significant systematic errors remain in the finaÌ result. And

so, the final lesult of the complete analysis of the Feb97, Julg8, and May99

data luns, s'hich is plesented as the focus of this thesis, is

A" -- (0.84!0.29(stat.) + 0.17(sesú.)) x 10-7 , x7: L.08.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion
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The pality I'iolating longitudinal analyzing porver, ,4,, of p) elastic scat-

tering at an iucident proton energy of 221 fufeV has been measured rvith the

follorving results:

A" : (0.84 *0.29(stat.) * 0.17(sssú.)) x 10-7

heee : (-25 * 10) x 10-7 .

The above tesult is the focus of a revietv letter submitted by the TRIUMF

8497 collabolation for publication at the time of rvriting [37]. The letter rvill

summarize the results of this analysis and rvill be follorved by a much longer,

mole detailed, account of the TRIUMF 8497 experiment.

The main systematic unceltainty arises fi.om unceltainty in the systematic

effects of coherent bearn position, size and ener.gy modulation. The system-

atic sliift in .4, due to the modulation of these beam palameters has been

independentl¡, r'elified to be zero at the 10-8 level by regression analysis of the

corrected data and external calibrations. The rveak coupling constant, hpf , has

been calculated using equation 1.8, and its uncertainty is the scaled quadra-

ture sum of the statistical and systematic ellor bars in ,4,. Figure 4.1 shori,s

a close up of the corrected .4, as a function of data set for the 23 sets. Figure

4.2 shorvs the final result for A, at the 1S¡-3P6 zelo cr.ossing energy.

The TRIUN4F 8497 expeliment has been successful in achieving a mea-

surement of Az ãt the 1S¡-3Ps zero crossing energy rvith a definite sign. The

experimental lesult is sometvhat lalger than predicted by the meson exchange

model based on the DDH prediction for å!P. Unfortunately, the Ìesult for ,4,

is not at the level of precision the experiment was designed to obtain. This

was due to the fact that insufficient statistics and unstable beam conditions

exist in the final data set, which substantially limited the pÌ'ecision of the frnal

result.

A neri'experiment being ploposed at TRIUMF, 8761 [38], rvill attempt to

further constlain the value of úe he/ lveak coupling constant by repeating the
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measuÌement of Az at tlìe 1S0-3P0 zero crossing energy with the aim ofreducing

the total elrol bal to t0.2 x 10-7. The neu' experiment l'ill be conducted in

fhe 4Al2 beam line and ivill use ne\\¡ integlating polarimeters to improve the

statistical lesolution of transverse polarization parametets.

4.L Systematic error discussion

One of the challenges encountered during the analysis of the gr.and set rvas the

calibration of the systematic effect of helicity-correlated intensity modulation.

It rvas found that tlie subtractor box drifted significantly duling data taking,

and this led to non-trivial error corrections to the measured A, for.the effect

of correlated intensity modulation and significant data loss due to data qual-

ity cuts based on unstable sensitivity to CIM. 8761 rvill attempt to improve

on the pelfounance of the subtractor module by using highel sensitivity V:F

converters and irnplementing direct digital subtraction of the TRIC signals.

This u'ill lorver the systematic effect of CI\,I by enabling the optimum fine

gain adjustment to be made on the subtlacted signal during ofline analysis.

Anothel challenge in the analysis of the grand set *'as caliblating tlie effect

of cohelent beam size modulation. Unfortunatel¡ the helicity-correlated beam

size calibration never conclusively determined the sensitivity of the parity ap-

paratus to the systernatic effect of beam bleathing. I¡t the final analysis, an

estimate based on the calibration studies and a reglession of the r.eal parity

data rvas used in the calculation of the systematic uncertainty of .4, to this

effect. An improvement in the quality of the calibration data may be obtained

by imposing the coherent beam size modulation fulther upstream, possibly

near the entrance to the 4Al2 beam line, in order to observe the effect of the

various bending magnets and beam line components on beam size modulation.

It is also impoltant to maintain a stable beam position during the beam size
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calibration studies. This lvas not achieved during past studies due to the fact

that the beam position feedback system could not be used to stabilize the

beam position about the neuttal axis at the same time.

Improvement in the measulement of A" can be made by employing a more

systematic apploach to the calib¡ation of the effect of coherent beam energy

modulation. The sensitivity of the parity apparatus to this effect is very de-

pendent on the cyclotron tune and should, therefore, be studied once or trvice

per day during regular data taking. Frequent measurements ofthe intrinsic en-

elgy modulation produced at OPPIS must also be maintained. Also, the 8761

experimental collaboration has upgraded the polarization monitors to perform

current mode measurements of the polarization profile of the beam. This has

led to an ability to measuÌe intlinsic first moments of polarization to, at least,

10X bettel resolution. These systematic improvements to the experimental

plocess should enable the 8761 collaboration to achieve a total uncertainty in

A" of l0.2 x 10-z in the same TRIC integration time as the data comprised

by tlie grand set (300 houls of integration time).

4.2 Constraints on the values of hp! and h??pu)

Figure 4.3 sho*'s a graph of the experimental constraint on the value of å!r

against the DDH "best guess" and other theoretical pledictions. It is evident

that the present TRIUNIF 8497 result has significantly constrained the possible

values of å!r in conti'ast to a much rvidel range of theoretical predictions.

Figure 4.4 is a graph of the possible values of the rveak coupling constants

h!f, and åflp based on experimental constraints. The angled parallel lines in

the graph shori'the possible values of hef and he] based on trvo high precision

measurements of A" at lorver energies and a calculation by AAH [2].

The future TRIU\4F 8761 experiment rvill attempt to reduce uncertainty
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in the measurement of A" at lhe 1Ss-3P¡ zero crossing energy and, therefore,

the present uncertainty in lzprp. lt{uch more experimental lvork in the loiv

and intermediate energy sector, in addition to TRIUMF Ð761, is necessary in

order to furtliel constrain the talues ofthe seven rveak meson-nucleon coupling

constants.
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